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At the present time, the use of music as a thera-

peutic agent is recognized by medical scientists and by 

musicians to be a positive factor in the treatment and 

cure of mental and nervous disorders. Sin6e the dawn of 

history the associetion of music i",'i th medicine has annealed 
... . ..!.: -

to the minds of men, superstitious and leaTned, and V.'i th the 

comparatively recent advent of applied psychology and the 

development of :psychiatry, the consequent curative trends 

have assumed ever-v;idening proportions. Eospi tals formerly 

regarded as punitive institutions now have well-balanced 

educational and recreational programs whiDh function as a 

significant part in the patients' treatment. In this con-

nectio~, occupational therapy has taken the lead, and the 

learnin~ of cr8fts has become an active factor in the re-

habilitation of the patient. 

Althou8h the interest in the potentialities of 

~usic as a therapy of scientific value has not been instan-

taneous, never·tl1eless, proure ss in t:lh; field h2s been :-::lo''! 

ancl stearly over the 1;: ;:·.t forty yer:u·~:;, and particularl,~ ir::. 

the ln0t t•.7enty. In man}r CEJses music nas become a stl'ons 

ally of oc:upntionul 'Jnd recrer~tiorwl thel'apv. r.:ore infre-

quently, music ther:roy h.g;::,; been ·orescribed s:pecificnlly by 

iv 



Not all the benefits of music e,re limited to _,_, 
Vl18 

nsychic phenomena. In fact, an understandinp of the phys-

iological influence of music is more readily· stt;::;ined, 

since 'tests a.nd measurements of somatic functions r;~::c·e 

simple processe::: Vihen conl.pared to tests and mensuremen ts 

of men~al and nervous functions. 

· Il1 s:b.i te of these r;reat strides v1hich r:msic 

therapy has made in the last tv10 or three deer:: des, there 

is an appaTent need for examination and organization of 

ma teri8l·pertinent to tbis field. 'r'2e correlation of t1.'JO 

-ohsses of learnin:::~ such as music and medical science has 
_,_ '" ,_ 

not been a s in:..nle or hasty op er;J tion, and_ the evident 

vuriances betv;een the tvJO thought. trends are due to a 

large extent to both the lack of organization o~ nest 

experiences and the failure to bring under one headins the 

GXlJGTiment.s and rro~:ress being mr;de today. This survey 

·will attempt to minimize some of the differences bet",'Jeen 

the tTio fields and to indicate possible channels of future 

oevelo:pment. 
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CEAFTEP I 

THE HTii'LUJ:I:I:CE OF CERTAIN CUI'I'UJ1AL /~_I.:D ECCICLOGIGJl.L 

As was indica ted in the prefnce, the developnent 

of music as a therapy has been a gradual process, c:md this 

fact has been due in_part.to certain cultural and socio-. . 

logical· concepts vvhich v~·ill be considel'ed in this chapter· 

before making 'a historical survey. 'l'o assure clarity, 

nusic as. a therapy, music as a healing power applied by 

the ancients, and music as a phase of mental hygiene will 

first be defined. In the strict sense of the word, music 

therapy "is simply that musical influence vvhich is prescribed 

for a given :patient to obtain a medically desirable result. nl 

It would appear from this definition thst music therap:y can 

trace its lineage directly to ancient and primitive civilize-

tions, for the nedicine man, hovering over the sick, sang a 

specifically ordained song nto obtain a medically desirable 
') 

result.""~ Hov1ever, the ritual chant of the medicine man 

frtlls mor·e logically under the category of music as a healing 

power applied by the ancients, since there was no knowledge 

of the influence of music on metabolism, muscular energy, 

blood-pressure,sensory perception, and internal secretions. 

-·-·----·-----·----
1'.:.'illem Van De 'Jall, lTusic in Institutions (I':ew 

York: Fussell i3age Foundation, 1936T, p. 340. 

2Ib'd l .. ' p. 340. 
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The third aspect, music as a phase of mental hygiene, refers 

to the capacity of music as an environmental influence and its 

by-product therapeutic value, when used with occupational and 

recreational therapy .1 

Because music therapy is related, in the sense men-

tioned above, to the healing arts developed by the ancients, 

the historical references made in this connection will receive 

more than a cursory glance in the second chapter. I~iusic in the 

form of magic incantation persisted as one of the most highly 

favored devices for exorcising demons from earliest recorded 

time through the middle ages. Sir James Prazer has cited 

magicians or medicine men as r'the oldest artificial or pro

fessional class in the evolution of society. 112 According to 

Webster, incantation is "the use of spells or charms, spoken 

or sung, as a part of the ritual of magic; 11 and if Combarieu' s 

thesis as stated in La musique et la magic is acce,:Jted, then 

all modern music has developed from the magic incantation, a 

universal practice found in all primitive life: 

"Although the magician chants without thought of 
aesthetic form of an artistically appreciative 
audience, yet his spell contains in embryo all that 
later constitutes the art of music. 11 3 

1van De Wall, Music in Institutions, p. 340. 

2sir Jrunes Prazer, The Golden Bough (New York: 
rrhe Macmillan Company, l925),p. 105. 

3Lynn 'l'horndike, 1'he His tory of Magic and Experi-
men tal Science (New York: The lilacmii"lan Company;-1929), I, 6. 
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The fact that music as a healing power retained an 

aura of mystery and superstition through the middle ages and 

until the eighteenth century, ·when "serious efforts to eval

uate the effects of music on the human body were initiated, "1 

in no way discredits its validity as a contribution to the 

healing arts of the present day. In the introduction to his 

scholarly work, The Healing Gods of Ancient Civilizations, 

Dr. \7alter Addison .Jayne, Emeritus Professor of Gynecology 

and Abdominal Surgery at the University of Colorado, out

lines the slow progress of medical science: 

It is a matter of common knowledge that from the dawn 
of history the healing art has been more or less inti
mately connected with religion. During antiquity the 
bonds uniting them were inseparable. On 
the free soil of Hellas, however, restrained by no 
binding religious traditions and by no hierarchy, exper
ience with remedies of folklore and critical observations 
of disease permitted by an unfettered personal judgment, 
backed by liberal, speculative, constructive thought, 
developed, under Hippokra tic influence, a scienti fie 2 
spirit, ethical ideals, and a definite line of cleavage. 

On this same "free soil of Hellasn music was embraced 

not only as an essential element in the Greek drama and an 

accompaniment to the dance but also as a desirable accomplish

ment for the citizenry. To Plato music education was supreme-

ly important, 

•••• because rhythm and harmony sink most deeply 
into the recesses of the soul, and take most powerful 

1Edward Podolsky, Iviedicine Marches On (New York and 
London: Harpers and Brothers Publishers, 1934), p. 157. 

2vial ter Addison Jayne, The Healing Gods of Ancient 
Civilizations (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1925), P· xxv. 
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hold of it, bring gracefulness in their train, and 
making a man gracefu± if he be rightly nurtured, but 
if not, the reverse. 

Aristotle in Politics echoed the same opinion: 

Hence and with good reason it [music] is introduced 
into social gatherings and entertainments, because it 
makes the hearts of men glad: so that on this ground 
alone w~ may assume that the young ought to be trained 
for it. 

The growth of medical science, freed from the priest

hood surveillance, was steady if not flourishing, inasmuch 

as religion continued to be a powerful and restricting influ-

ence: 

Notwithstanding persistent struggles for intellectual 
freedom, it was not until the nineteenth century that 
medicine, with other sciences, gained sufficient head-
way to break loose from ancient authority and tradi-
tions and to find opportunities for unprejudiced 
investigation, experiment, and adoption of new prin
ciples. • • • • it [medicine] has finally been 
accorded a high place among the sciences, although reta~n
ing many of its time-honored characteristics as an art. 0 

Although medical science had emerged from the shadov1s 

of the past, there were other factors which prevented the 

merging of music and medicine on a scientific basis at this 

particular time. Mentally diseased persons had been liberated 

from their shackles in 1792 when Dr. Philippe Pinel was auth-

crized by the Revolution Commune to free these patients, some 

~lato, The Hepublic from The Works of Plato, trans. 
J. L. Davies and D. J. Vaughan (New York: The Nottingham 
Society, n. d. g.), II, 105. 

2Aristotle, Politica, from The Student's Oxford 
Aristotle, trans. 'if. D. Rosg (New York: Oxford Univer
sity Press, 1942), VI, 1339. 

3 
Jayne, 2.:!2.• cit., pp. xxv-xxvi. 
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of whom had been in chains for tlurty years;l and while 

modern 11 asyllll1s 11 were established from 1800 on, no psy

chiatric research was accomplished until 1870.2 Further-

more, for medical scientists of the nineteenth century, 

the point or view on the subject of mental illness was 

dominated to a large extent by the 

empirical treatment of mental diseases pending 
the much-desired discovery of rational ( i. e., 
somatic) explanations. • As humani
tarianism checked the use of phys'ical restraint 
it was replaced by considerable chemical re
straint; that is, by constant dose.s of bromides. 
In due time these were found just as objection
able, and there was a resort to such more sa tis
factory procedures as occupational therapy.3 

Music, on the other hand, riding on the wave of Romanticism, 

was reflecting a more intimate relationship vfi th feelings 

and emotions. Perhaps a clearer idea of this period prior 

to the scientific union of music and medicine can be gained by 

quoting from Dr. Gregory Zilboorg's Mind, Medicine, and Ivlan. 

Throughout the history of our civilization the mind had 
remained a subject of preoccupation, but science had 
s omehov,r always succeeded in side-stepping it or in push
ing aside the true issues involved in the consideration 
of human psychology. Literature, art, philosophy, and 
religion never swerved from their intense interest in 
man, in his salvation, his pains, his sins, his accom
plishments, his virtues, his failures, his frailty, 
and his strength. Official science, however--probably 
as a result of its painful struggle against official and 

1Podolsky, :Medicine Marches On, p. 113. 

2Richard Harrison Shryock, ':Phe Development of Modern 
Medicine (Philadelphia: University of Pennsyl vania?ress, 
1936), p. 348. 

3Ibid., p. 352. 
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popular superstitions and th6 many hard blows which 
it had repeatedly sustained since the breakdown or 
Greek civilization--concentrated on the study of what 
through the ages had become known under the name of 
nna tural phenomena. 11 That astronomy, physics, chem
istry, anatomy, pathology, physiology, and technology 
had reached unprecedented heights, and that science 
had developed an immense creative impetus and opened 
ever newer vistas and newer fields to conQuer--of this 
there is no doubt. But there is also no doubt that 
the method and the very genius of the scientific 
approach and the palpable, visible nature of scientific 
discoveries divorced it even further from the scienti
fic investigation of man as he is. Psychology was not 
yet embraced by the scientific mind. In order to be 
considered a legitimate part of natural sciences, 
psychology had to deal not directly vvi th human emotions 
and fantasies and impulses, but with the measurable 
equivalents of psychological reactions: muscular ten
sions, changes in the blood circulation, in vision, in 
the physiological senses in general. That is why it 
may be said. • • that the close of the last cen
tury was an age of physiological psychology, a psycho
logy seeking for the general laws of the physiolo!ical 
changes accompanying the various human reactions. 

This physiological psychology was in juxtaposition 

to other forces which were deeply concerned with man, his 

struggles, and his yearnings: 

In the meantime, as if from a profound need, there 
was felt a wave of renewed interest in man as a being 
who is subject to deep feeling and to great inner con
flicts, to ebbs and flows of passions and the struggle 
which they generate. Art and literature and philo
sophy, the chief channels through which the subjective 
states of man have been revealed since t irne immemorial, 
began to be preoccupied more poignantly with the prim
itive and harsh realities of these subjective states. 
'rhere is a tangible and unifying rna trix ·which keeps to
gether such divergent expressions of creative activity 
as the early paintings of Picasso, De rain, or Nolde, 
the philosophy of Nietzsche, the tragic, convulsive 
novels of Dosto evski, the short stories of Guy de 
l1Caupasst=:.n t, the Pathetiaue of Tschaikovsky, and even the 
puzzled, taciturn tragedy of Soames Forsyte. They all 

1Gregory Zilboorg, M. D., JI.Und, Nl:edicine, and Han 
(New York: Harcourt Brace, and Company, 1943),pp. 72-73. 
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delved into man with the same pained questions: \7ha t 
does he f~el? How does he suffer? V.Thy? 1.Therefrom this 
inexhaust2ble inner energy to struggle with and within 
one's self and with others? The only answers men could 
provide were excellent descriptions, vibrant renditions 
of man's iru1er life. They could poslt the Questions, 
but they were unable to answer them. 

Several factors have entered into the twentieth 

century music-medicine relationship--some clearly defined, 

others obscure. Concurrent with the trend towards increas-

ingly specialized fields are these more vi tali zing reali

zations that {1) each field has much to offer the other; 

and (2) usually, a synthesis is both desirable and practi

cal. These two points have a unique application in the 

case of medicine and psychiatry, both of which have extend

ed their scope to include the so-called socialized sciences: 

psychology, anthropology, history, sociology, economics, 

political science, and ethics. 2 Occupational therapy is a 

concrete example of the advantages to be derived from such 

an approach. On the other hand, the recognition by psy

chiatry of music as a therapy has been slow probably due 

to its immutably intangible character. However, this is 

not to say that a stimulus to its progress has been lack

ing. Certainly World War I provided an impetus to the 

progress of music therapy. Tangible evidence bearing out 

1rbid., p. 74. 

2Harry Elmer Barnes, The History of VJestern Civiliza
tion (Nevr Yorlc Harcourt -;-Brace and Company, 1935) II, 1049. 
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this fact can be seen by a casual glance at the number 

of articles on music therapy published during the war 

and the period immediately following. Before the Har, 

however, another movement was in the process of organiza-

tion under the leadership of Clifford Beers, author of A 

Mind Tlia t Fourid Itself. In 1909 Mr. Beers founded the 

National 'Committee for Lfen tal Hygiene, and one of its most 

important functions was the promoting of a saner attitude 

toward the so-called insane. Barnes writes the following 

concerning the relation of contemporary humanitarianism to 

mental disease: 

In no phase of humanitarian effort in our genera-
tion have there been more satisfactory results than in 
the improved methods of dealing with the so-called 
insane. Success here is especially important because 
of the notable increase in mental and nervous diseases 
in the last fifty years. The strains and stresses of 
city life and worries connected with economic insecurity 
have contributed to a large increase in the number of 
persons who break down from nervous and mental disorders.l 

The co ntri bu tion of the N·a tional Cormni ttee for Men tal Hygiene 

to general mass education has brought about a revolution in 

the attitude to·ward such matters, and Barnes further states 

that 

• • there are many who believe that mental hygiene 
will supply the new scientific morality that is required 
to adjust man to our novel ways of life and the changing 
mental perspective. 

In any event, the mental-hygiene movement has already 
helped to check the spread of mental and nervous diseases 
and may ultimately reduce them to a minimum. 2 

1 Barnes, op. cit., p. 968. 

2rb id. , p. 969. 
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Thus, one sees the slow development of a relation

ship between music and medicine which has become dependent 

upon interaction as well as synthesis, and the aims have 

become both preventive and reconstructive. 



CHA?TER II 

THE ROLE OF IviUSIC AJ.\Ji:> MEDICINE IN HISTORY 

B~fore ·an evaluation of twentieth century develop

ments; in music therapy is made, the influence of the music

medic'.ine relationship in the past will be considered. 

Since the. prirniti ve races of today represent a degree of 

human progress anteceding the Egyptian civilization from 

which comes the earliest record of the association of music 

viTi th the healing art, a few observations of the music-

medicine practices of these primitives will receive at ten-

tion. 

The results of Frances Densmore's extensive research 

among the American Indian tribes have been published in 

bulletins by the Bureau of c\merican Ethnology under the 

auspices of the Smithsonian Institution, a...""ld some of the 

facts pertaining to the healing rituals will be noted. A 

Chippewa medicine song contains these words of affirmation: 

"You 'Nill recover, you vd.ll walk again. It is I who say it. 

ldy power is great. 111 In order to accomplish a complete cure, 

the Yuma ned.icine man sings four songs ,2 while the Caddo 

1B'rances Densmore, !!Music in the Treatment of the 
Sick by American Indiana,rr Hygeia, April, 1923, p. 29. 

2F'. Densmore, Yurnan and Yaqui Music, Bureau of 
American Ethnology, Bulletfn 110 (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1932), p. 29. 

10 
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sings and dances as the patient lies on a bed 1vhich is rest-

in£~: on a •tra te of bur111· 1:11-i: co "·ls •1 I 11 +-h - 11 t · u ._, ~ ~ n a .., ese Du_ e 1ns on 

Indian music, particularly those related to the Nootka, Quil-

cute, and Menominee tribes, the songs listed in the treatment 

of the sick compare favorably in number with songs used for 

other rituals. Recordings have been made of sixteen Menominee 

healing songs and seventeen Nootke and Quileute songs .2 

On every continent there is evidence of primitive 

people ascribing a healing power to music. 11 To +-he "f · .... .!; .. r1can, 

music, one might say, is life rather than a part of life. 

, 11 writes Percival Kirby in 'l'he lVIusical Instruments of 

the Native Races of South Africa. 3 It is not surprising, 

therefore, to find that the native doctor--whose interpre-

tation of disease, its cause, and its cure, is of a wholly 

superstitious nature--uses a mant~~?ma~~ (drum) in his heal-

ing ritual: 

It [the drum] is of large size, the head being of buck
skin. 'l'he doctor who formerly owned it used to employ 
it in his cures, especially when he desired to remove 
a headache from a patient! His method of doing this 

-------·---·---·-·---
lJobn R. Svranton, Source Material on the History 

and Ethnolog__y of the Caddo Indians;-:Bureauof Amer1can -
Ethnology, Bulletin 132 (Washington: Govermnent Printing 
Office, 1942), p. 220. 

2see £i'. Densmore, :Menominee Music, Bulletin 102 
('dashington: Government Printing Office, 1932), p. xii. 
See also .B'. Densmore, Nootka and Quileute Music, Bulletin 
124 ('dashington: Government Printing Office, 1939), p. xvii. 

3Percival R. Kirby, The Musical Instrument~ of the 
Native :Races of South Africa-rLondon: Oxford University 
Press; 1934), p. viii.--·--
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was to dance up to the unforttmate and strike violent 
blows upon his mantshomane close to the natient's eor
drmns, when the headacll.e vm.s supposed to~ leave him L f 

rrhe mantshomane of South Africa and the shaman drtw1 of the 

Swedish Lapp terri tory are rem.ote in a geographical sense 

only; basically, their function is the same$ !lin case of 

severe sickness, the cause. • • was sought in an uncon-

scious condition, in the attaining of v1hich the drum 1JVas 

used as an excitant. 112 lunong the Arancanians of northern 

Argentina, music used in song and dance plays an important 

part in the magic-symbolic ceremonies. In R1..1tas De A.raerica, 

subtitled. El Folklore, La Musica, La Ristoria, La Leyenda, 

Las Costumbres, there is a detailed description of the color-

ful and elaborate lii.achilulm:n (initiation ceremonial of the 

liiachi, the medicine man) and the Heic;u:. .... ehuen (the dance of 

the idachi) ,3 I-Lichard dallaschek, author of Primitive ~-;iusic 

which was published in 1893, ernphasized the widespread use 

of the healing power of music among primitive races: 

In .Australia the doctor shakes a bundle of reeds, 
an action otherwise used dui•ing a song to mark the 
time. At I'ort Jackson Mr. Hunter smv a physician who 
did not speak or sing to the spirit of the disease, 
but only put bis mouth near the sick part oi' the body. 
In Borneo the natives perform recitatives, songs, 
dances and processions in order to catch the soul of 
the patient, which is supposed to have run away before 

lrb· d ~-... Ll"' _l_ .. ~ .I:;:-'• .v .. 

_ 2uno Ho~mberg, rrhe liiyth~lo_g;'l_ of All Races (Boston: 
I,Iarshall Jones <..~ompany, 1927), IV, 291. 

3Ana S. Cabrera, Rutas De America (Buenos Aires: 
Peuser, Ltda., 1941), p. 108. 
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the evil spirit. In Tanna (New Hebrides) the natives 
·believe that the doctor sends the illness; consequently 

they are very much afraid of him, and quite overload 
him with presents vvhen they think he ceased to send the 
illness. rrhe obeah or medicine man of the negroes in 
Jamaica commences his cure with a dance, which he him
self perforps, not the patient, as in the case of' the 
tarantella. 

To summarize, this discussion on the primitive music-medicine 

relationship, one can say that :while the rriode of treatment 

may vary; one fact remains constant: the medicine man and 

his music constitute one of the· chief phases in the tribal 

organization, no matter how crude its structure may be. 

For the earliest record of music applied as a heal

ing art, the ancient papyri of' Egypt must be consul ted. 

rrhe Edwin Smith Papyrus, which dates from about 1600 B. C., 

contains "the most important body of medical knowledge which 
; 

has survived to us from ancient Egypt, or, for that matter, 

from the ancient Orient anywhere. 11 2 In addition to the pas-

sages of description and discussion pertaining to the exam-

ination and treatment of patients, there are five pages of 

magic incantations in this papyrus. According to the Ebers 

Papyrus (c. 1552 B. C.), drugs administered internally and 

externally were accompanied by prayers and incantations, 3 

which were also efficacious in driving away the cataract in 

1Richard 1Nallaschek, Primitive Music (Longmans, Green, 
and Co., 1893), pp. 167-168. 

2 Jayne, op • cit. , p • 35. 

3Ibid., p. 44. 
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the eyes. 1 The Hearst Medical Papyrus, ascribed to a _period 

betv;een the 'rwelfth and .Eighteenth Dynasties, contains incan

tations for broken bones • 2 1J.lhese sacerdotal methods of heal-

ing generally 

• • consisted of incantations, prayers, and 
sacrifice, and possibly the giving of some remedy, vvith 
the aid of' all the devices and accessories of magic, 
oral and manual, --cmmnands, conjurations, threatenings, 
coaxings, aspersions, spells, and fUll1igations,--the 
incantations and gestures being repeated four times. 3 

Curative remedies employed in ancient times by the 

Babylonians and Assyrians included entreaties to the divini

ties taking 11 the shape of hymns of praise and of prayers 

introductory to incantations. n4 An elaborate series of in-

cantation texts have been found in the library of Assurbani-

pal. .B'or these people the art of exorcism and incantation 

was a highly specialized affair, and success depended upon 

the correct application of the formula as well as the power 

of the proper formula. 11Error might be fatal; exactness 

in work and in intonation was essential--the ritual for 

the fever-demon would not be efficacious for the devil of 

he ad ache . 11 5 

Vedic hymns, prayers, and sacrifices were the highly 

-----------·-------------
1Ibid.' ·p. 45. 

2Ibid., p. 47. 

3Ibid., p. 43. 

4rrhorndike, op. cit., I, p. 18. 

5 
cit., 107. Jayne, op. p. 
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favored devices employed as a remedial measure by the _t .. ryans 

of Ancient India. In the Artharva-Veda, the earlie2t medicc_l 

book of India, more than one hundred hymns and parts of hymns 

are addressed to the gods for the cure of illness. 1 The Art-

harvan treatment was characterized by a magi co-religious 

approach in which each deity was p1•aised in extravagant terms 

through the media of hymns and incantations. 

Of this early Syrian-Egyptian-Byzantine music, Faul 

Henry Lang, Associate Professor of £,Iusicology at Columbia 

University, writes: 

Y!e shall not attempt to examine the initial functions 
of this Syrian-.Egyptian-Byzantine music, for they are 
lost in the contourless mystery of n:Jagic and incanta
tion. Suffice it to say that the original role of 
music in pre-historic times--incantation, purification, 
conjuration, and exorcism--survived for a lone,; time, 
and that certain aspects of it became, in a s~ylized 
fol'm, s tande,rd elements of Christian liturgy. ' 

Possibly the most v;idely knovm example of the in-

fluence of music on the mind and spirit is the Biblic<::l 

reference to David's playing on the herp to soothe f3aul's 

troubled soul. HAnd it came to pass, when the evil spirit 

froa God w:1s unon E~aul, that D£3Vid took an harp, and play-

ed uith his hand: so Saul was refreshed, and was ~ell, 

and the evil S:!,)irit depe .. rted frora him.n3 

The healing art of the early Greeks ?as intisately 

associated rii th their reli&=ion and .m;rtholoz~:r. GreciDn 

2:paul Henry V=mg, J:,~usic i1-;_ Western _QJ:vi_.--li~;:_~~-~on 
( Ee','! York: _,. i;orton and Com~oan:r, Inc. , 1 9~hff, p. .21. 

3r Samuel, 16:23. 



:.rou ths sang Sfl. cr<~d hymns <"'<l1d songs to Apollo, deity of 

lit;ht, music, heal. inc;, poetry, archery, and prophecy. 
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Anollo held an ol~acular and honorary position as a heal-

ing god, while the divinity Faian, the Centaur Cheiron, 

and Asklepios, the Thessalian hero-physician, Pere more 

frequently invoked by the customary healing rituals, hynms 

of praise, prayers, and sacrifices. 

As Apollo's son, Asklepios received divine approval, 

and he vms instructed in the healing art by Cheiron, reputed 

master of the sciences of botany, prophecy, healing, and 

music. Although there were times when the introduction of 

foreign cults threatened serious rivalry, Asklepios retained 

first place in the pantheon as the active, representative 

god of healing. The Asklep ion cult developed from the memory 

of his deeds, and to him v;as attributed the cure of deafness 

by the sound of the trumpet.l Although the ancient shrines 

of the .Asklepieia VJBI'e scattered thl'oughout Greece, at :Cui-

dauros the cult reached its highest development in the estab-

lishment of an elaborate Asklepion which consisted of tenples, 

colonnaded porticoes, buildings foi' sacrificial and other 

religious ceremonies, accomoda tions for visitors and offi-

cials, baths, gymnasiums, and a library. The stadium and 

9. 
theater were just outside this sacred enclosure."' The Askle:pio n 

1Char1es Burney, A G-eneral Hi storv of Music (Eev7 York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1935), I, l56.--

2Jayne, on. cit., p. 261. 



was established not latel" th~n th · t - e Slx-h century B. c., 
and the influence of this cult flourished for centuries, 

spreading from Epidauros all over the Greek world and 

reaching Rome in 291 B. c. 
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Orpheus, the celebrated soothsayer, exercised heal-

ing powers by appeasing the wrath of the gods through his 

incantations, conjurations, and magic formulae. V!hile magic 

had dominated religion and the healing art in Mesopotamia 

and Egypt, and ·while it is true that belief in the reality 

and power of magic existed in Greece, the Greeks did not 

completely succumb to superstition, and their intellectual 

progress was not hampered. In the following quotation Jayne 

sums up this idea: 

The hymns of the Orphic cult were full of magic incan
tations and formulas. Incantation and exorcism were a 
nart of the hilastic rites for the cure of disease, but 
the aesthetic sense, serene temperament, and freedom of 
thought saved the Greeks from debasing and degrading 
their religious ideals with the darker, 5:ramping super
stitions and sorcery of their neighbors. 

There are many references to the influence of music 

in the works of the classical writers. Music vms instru-

mental in averting pestilence and war and achieving victory 

and tranquillity. In De l'/Iusica Plutarch praises the power 

and influence of music and indicates its role in education. 

So that whoever he be that shall give his mind to the 
study of music in his youth, if he meet with a musical 

1Jayne, op. cit., p. 228. 



education, proper for the forming and regulating his 
inclinations, he will be sure to apnlaud and embrace 
that vvhich is noble and generous, a~J.d to rebuke and 
blame the contrary, as vvell in other things as in 
what belongs to music.l 

Furthermore, those cities which were cognizant of the 

importance of music were benefited thereby. Terpander,. 

lithe earliest definite figure to emerge from tr1e dim 

musical past pers onif'ied by the mythical Olympos, n2 and 

rl,haletas, the Cretan poet, were cited as having ex.ercis ed 

musical powers • 
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Now that those cities which were governed by the best 
laws took care always of a generous education in music, 
many testimonies may be produced. But for us it shall 
suffice to have instanced Terpander, who appeased a 
sedition among the Lacedaemonians, and Thaletas, the 
Cretan, of whom ?ratinas writes that, being sent for 
by the Lacedaemonians by advice of the oracle, he freed 
the city from a raging pestilence.3 

In another passage Plutarch commends 'l1haletas for the 

ennobling influence of bis odes: 

Now Thales [Thaletas] passed as lyric poet, 2nd screened 
himself behind this art, but in reality he did the 
work of one of the mightiest lawgivers. For his odes 
were so many exhortations to obedience and harmony, 
and their measured rhythms vvere permeated with ordered 
tranquillity, so that those who listened to them 
were insensibly softened in their dispositions, inso
much that they renounced the mutual hatreds which vvere 
so rife at that time, and dwelt together in a common 

lplutarch's Morals, trans. W. W. Goodwin (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Company, 1871), I. 132. 

2Gus tave Reese, l1'Ius ic in the Middle !)J3.es (New York: 
W. W. Horton and Company, 1940), p. 11. 

3?lutarch' s Mora~, p. 133. 
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pursuit of what was high and noble.l 

Pythagoras, one of the earliest investigators and 

philosophers of nature, extended his study to the problems 

of health and disease. As a result of certain political 

conditions, he emigrated from Samos to southern Italy, and 

in Croton he was soon surrounded by disciples. The members 

of the school practiced a strict mental and physical diet 

which was designed to make them resistant to all kinds of 

disturbances. However, in the event that disorder developed, 

they tried to restore the lost balance physically with med

icine, men tally with music. 2 

During the fifth and sixth centuries B. c., schools 

of physicians, who were eager to find ra tiona 1 methods of 

healing, had developed in the Greek colonies, in southern 

Italy, and in Asia Minor, particularly Cos and Cnidos. The 

significance of this trend toward a rational basis for treat-

ing disease is admirably stated by Edith Hamilton in The Greek 

Way: 

In the world of antiquity those who practiced the heal
ing art were magicians, priests versed in special magic 
rites. The Greeks called their healers physicians, 
which means those versed in the ways of nature. Here 
in brief is an exemplification of the whole trend of the 
Greek mind its swing away from antiq_ui ty and toward 
modernity. 3 

lplutarch's Lives, trans. Bernadette Perrin 
(New York: G. F'. Putnam's Sons, 1928), I, 213. 

2s. . t 
1 1ger1s , QQ• cit., p. 149. 

3Edith Hamilton, The Greek Wav (New York: W. IV. 
Norton and Company, Inc.,-r930), p. 32. 
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This new status of the healing science coincided with the 

development of' the political state in Greece; and since 

music was recognized to have the power of' exciting the pas

sions and sof'tening the manner, and since its influence on 

the mood and spirit was undeniable, music was regarded as 

a matter Of public importance in the welfare of the state. 

The correspondence which was believed to exist between 
sounds--tone combinations--and cosmic phenomena--seasons 
of the year and parts of the day, sun and moon cycles, 
growth and weather, man and woman, birth and death, 
healing, reincarnation, etc •. --is brought into relation
ship witn human tempera.1·nent •. This conversion of magic 
into musi·c, which started in the Orient, reached its 
culmination in the Greek conception of' the "doctrine of 
ethos,11 which brings order into the domain of music, 
segregates its components, and poses the important 
question: What influence has music on character? This 
conception explains the extraordinary interest manifested 
by the Greeks in their music; it explains the dominant 
role they assigned to it in their education and in their 
political system. It is doubtful whether the art of 
music shall ever again occupy such a high 0osition in 
the mental and spiritual life of a nation.l 

Ethos assigned to music the capacity for imitating mood, 

and the mood of each mode was measured according to its 

moral value.2 Plato rejected the plaintive harmonies of 

the l;lixolydian and Hyperlydian, 11for they are useless 

even to women that are virtuously given, not to say to 

men. u3 The Ionian and Lydian harmonies were discarded 

lLang, op. cit., pp. 13-14. 

2Mode is used here in the musical sense as a_?:_)lic
able to the Greek tetrachordal patterns which were the 
bases for their musical system. 

3pla to, op. cit., p.. 101. 
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because o.f 'their tteffeminate and convivial qualities. nl 

This left only the Dorian and Phrygian, "the one violent, 

the other tranquil, such as shall best imitate the tones 

of men in adversity and in prosperity in a temperate and 

courage.ous mood. n2 
-, { 

' •\ 

the tr~gic ,poet of 

According to Aristoxenus, Sophocles, 

the fifth century B. c., was the first 

to use:-:Phrygian melodies. Aristotle commended the Lydian 

mode to the. very young and old because of its gentle 

quality·~ 

·A.m,;c)ng authorities there is some controversy as to 

whether pitch determined the ethos of a mode. According 

to Finney; transposition of the modal scale from one pitch 

to another did not alter the internal relationship of the 

scale. 

In a different pitch the scales having the mese near 
the top were still the high scales, and the scales 
having the mese near the bottom were still the low 
sea les, and their modality was still clearly recogni z
able. Transposition was of no more importance than 
our modern practice of moving from one pitch to another 
to suit the range of the singer's voice.3 

In Sachs' discussion of ethos, he maintains that the absolute 

pitch~s rather than the modal arrangement should be consid-

ered the determining factor. 

1 Ibid.' p. 101. 

2plato, Q£.· cit., p. 102. 

3Theodore M. Finney, A History of r.!usic, (Ifew York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1935), p. 18. 
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Pitch was doubtless indispensable in creating an 
ethos. The pseudo-A.ristotelian Problem 19:49 
expressly calls a low note nsoft and calm, and a 
high note, exciting." The most direct evidence of 
the emotional power of pitch is Ptolemy's statement 
that "the same melody has an activating effect in 
the higher keys, and a depressing one in lower keys, 
because a high pitch stretches the soul, while a low 
pitch slackens it. Therefore the keys in the middle 
near the Dorian can be comp~red with well-ordered and 
stable states of the soul, the higher keys near the 
Mixolydian with the stirred. and stimula. ted states, 
and lower keys near the Hypodorian with the slack and 
feeble moods. rrl ' 

In addition to the influence of ethos on the emo-

tions, there were certain instruments which were preferred 

for their healing and soothing quali tf es. The following 

passage from Charles Burney's General History of Music 

gives an intel~esting summary of the use of musical instru-

ments to accomplish specific cures: 

Xenocra te s, as :l\1artianus Capella further informs 
us, employed the sound of instruments in the cure of 
maniacs; and Apollonius Dyscolus, in his fabulous his
tory, E~storia Commentitia, tells us, from Theophras
tus's Treq.tise upon Enthusi_asll!, that music is a soverign 
remedy for a dejection of spirits, and a disordered 
mind; and that the sound of the :B'lute will cure an 
epilepsy, and a scj_atic gout. Athenaenus ClUOtes the 
same passage from Theophrastus, with this additional 
circumstance, th11 t El P to the second of these disord(3 rs, 
to ren~er the cure ~0~~ ~ertAi~, the Flute should 
J.!l<~Y in the Phrygian mode. But Aulus GelJ.in:::, v1ho 
mentions this remedy, seems to administer it in a ver·u 
different r:l?nner, by prescribing to the Flute-player 
a soft and gentle stral n; si modult~ J-enibus, says he, 
ti b icen inc ina t: for the Phrygian mode was remark
at)~j-;rehen1en t and fu.rious. This is Vlha t Coelius 
Aurelianus ce.lls loca dolentia decants.re, enchc'i.r.,ting 
_:t}l_E?_ Q..isorder:_C?d 12Jnc_es .-ne-8-;;·en--telrs-·u-:-s howthis~ 

, ______________________ _ 
lcurt Sachs, Tl~e .Ris~ !2.f gusic in ~ J.nci ent 

:::orld (New York: ',!. ';I. Eor·ton and Company, 19J,:L3), p. 2<J:oS. 
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enchantment is brought about U~)on these occasions, in 
saying that the pain is relieved by causing a vibra
tion in the fibres of the afflicted 1,1art: Quae cu.m 
saltu..m sumerent pa.lpitando, discusso dolore miteS'C'e
rent.l Galen speaks seriously of praying the Flute 
on the suffering part, upon the principle, I suppose, 
of medicated vapour bath. The sound of the flute vias 
likewise a specific for the bite of a viper, according 
to Theophrastus a..11d Democritus, whose authority Aulus 
Gellius gives for his belief of the fact. 2 

Concerning the belief of Aulus Gellius, whom Burney cited 

above, the follovdng \Vill be quo~ed from The Attic Nights: 

I ran across the statement very reqently in the book of 
Theopbrastus On Inspiration that.many men have believed 
and put theirbelief on record, that when gouty pains. 
in the hips are most severe, they are relieved if a 
flute-player plays soothing measures. That snake bites 
are cured by the music of the flute, when played skill
fully and melodiously, is also. stated in e. book of 
Democritus, entitled On Deadly Infections, in which he 
shows that the music of the fluw is medicine for many 
ills that flesh is heir to. So very close is the con
nection between the bodies and the minds of men, and 
therefore between physical and mental ailments and their 
remedies. 3 

However, the flute was not held in such high esteem by Plato 

and Aristotle, and the latter rejected the professional 

instrwnents, i. e., those instruments requiring great skill 

and practice, as well as the professional mode of education. 

1This passage is quoted in Sigerist, op. cit., p. 
213: 11 0tr1ers have approved of the use of songs (canti
lenae), as the brother of Philistion also re1narks in book 
XXII On H.emedies, where he writes that a certain piper had 
playedmelodies over aching parts of the body which, quiver
ing and throbbing, were relaxed afte~:o the pain had been 
destroyed." 

2Burney, op. cit., pp. 156-157. 

3Aulus Ge11ius, 'l1he Attic Nights, trans. John Rolfe 
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1927), I, 353. 
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in music, i. e., music contests or any musical activity- in 

which giving pleasure v:as the sole aim. The latter was 

thought of as an occupation unworthy of a freeman's station. 

The flute, or any other ins tx•ument vvhicl1 requires 
great skill, as for example, the harp, ought not to 
be admitted into education, but only such as will 
make intelligent students of music or of the other 
parts of education. Besides, the flute is not an 
instrument vrhi ch is expressive of moral character; 
it is too exciting.l 

The identity as well as the use of these instruments is 

somewhat obscure and confusing, but this fact does not 

lessen the significance of the idea that certain instru-

ments possessed curative powers. 

In this discussion of the music-medicine relationship, 

the Greek concept of katharsis or purification should be men-

tioned. Sachs gives attention to this topic and quotes from 

Aristotle's Politics: 

"Some persons • • • • fall into a religious 
frenzy, whom v1e see disentll..ralled by the use of mystic 
melodies, vvhich bring healing and purification to the 
soul." 

Here, v1e are rigrtt in the middle of what the Greeks 
called katharsis or healing tl~ough purification. 
Aristotle states in Politics 8:1340 b 8 that if insanely 
overwrought ( 11 enthusias tic 11 ) persons 11 1is ten to en
thusiastic rnelodies that intoxicate their souls, they
are brought bac~;: to tll.emselv,;;s again, so that their . 
katharsis tal;;:es place exactly like a r:1edical t:r.>eatment. 11 

derner and Sonne are rig}lt in calling this a 11 treat
ment basically- homeopathic. 11 

Allopatr.d.c treatment, on the other hand, sought to 
soothe maniacs by impressing nupon their disorganized 

1 nrl· st tl · t VI, l"'Li-1-lb . . h o e, op. c1 • , ...., 
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souls the magically numerical and cosmic order, a ttun
ing them, as it were, to the proportions of the uni
verse. nl 

Philo J"udaeus, of whom Thorndike states that 

' 1 there probably is no other man who marks so well the 

rusion of Hellenic and Hebrew ideas and the transition from 

them to Christian thought, n 2 v1ri tes of an ascetic commu-

ni ty of Therapeu tae at the Mareotic Lake near Alexandria: 

The vocation of these philosophers is at once made 
clear from their title or Therapeutae and Therapeu
trides, a name derived rrom OEPllkl:,;w,either in the 
sense of "cure" because they profess an art of heal-
ing better than that current in the cities which cures 
only the bodies, while theirs treats also souls oppress
ed with grievous and well-nigh incurable diseases, in
flicted by pleasures and desires and griefs and fears, 
by acts of covetousness, folly and injustice and the 
countless host of the other passions and vices: o~ 
else in the sense of nworship, n because nature and the 
sacred laws have schooled them to worship the Self
existent who is better than the good, purer than the 
One and more primordial than the Monad. 3 

Every seven weeks the Therapeu tae assembled, and as a pre

lude to their greatest feast, they sang hymns and psalms 

"in Rll sorts of metres and melodies which they write 

down with the rhythms necessarily made more solemn. n 4 

1sachs, .2l2.• cit., p. 253. 

2Thorndike, Q£• cit., p. 248. 

3Philo, On th~ ContemJ2lative Life or Suppliants, 
trans. F. H. Colson rcambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1941), IX, 113-114. 

4 Ibid., p. 131. 
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While Philo flourished in Alexandria durin'" the 
0 

first century of this era, Pliny the Elder vvas recording the 

use of incantation in treating disease. In the Natural His-

tory, the incantation, as well as other favored methods of 

cure, is:.:J.isted as a successful curative agent. 1 Lucretius in 

his long philosophical poem, De Rer~ Natura, describes the 

role of the physician during the. plagl..le at Athens: 

. Vi/ith silent lips of fear 
Would Medicine mumble low, the while she· saw 
So many >a time men roll their eyeballs round, 
Staring wide'-open, unvisited of sleep, 
The heralds of old death. 2 . 

Later physicians 'Nere inclined to be more skeptical, and 

Soranus in the second century thought that 11 those people 

were stupid who believed that the violence of the disease 

could be driven out by melodies and a song (modulis et 

cantile:na). 11 3 Lang states, however, that in the fourth 

century all classes of society were profoundly supersti-

tious, and he quotes St. Augustine as saying ironically: 

"If we have a headache. • • we run to the singer of 

incantations; I see this occur everyday. 11 4 

From the above it will be noted that the belief in 

the healing power of music vvas prevalent among the Romans 

---------
lThorndike, op. cit., I, 72. 

2Lucretius, Of the Nature of Things, trans. W. 
Leonard (New York: E:- P.-Dutton and Co. Inc., 1938), 
p. 297. 

3sigerist, op. cit., p. 213. 

4Lang, op. cit., p. 213. 
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in somewhat the same manner as has already been observed 

earlier among the Greeks. The Romans, however, at no time 

advocated music in their training for citizenship, and 

whatever music they adopted was largely imitative of the 

Greeks. Concerning the Roman attitude towards music and 

citizenship, ·wilkins in Ro~ Education quotes Nepos: 

". • • • for we know that according to our views of 
life music is not consistent with· the character of a 
leading citizen, Yihile dancing is actually regarded as 
a failing, all which with 'the Greeks is thought attrac
tive and.· praiseworthy. nl 

As for the influence of Greek music, Hermann Smith in The 

World's Earli.est Music' quotes Lacroix's description of this 

period: 

"Ancient Rome, which had no natural music, readily 
adapted Greek music, in the time of the emperors, to 
all the usages of public and private, as of civil and 
religious, life. Art remained Grecian, and most of the 
singers and :players came from Greece to take service 
under the weal thy patricians. The various forms o:f 
Latin prosody were but thinly disguised beneath ~ veil 
of Ionic, Doric, and Lydian melodies. • • • !!'" 

In The Deipnosophistae, Athenaeus, the Roman graw~arian and 

rhetorician, mentions the presence of both Galen of Per-

gamum, "who has published more works on philosophy and medi-

cine than all his predecessors, and in the exposition of his 

art as capable as any of the ancients,n and a musician, 

1A. s. ~'!ilkins, Roman Education (London: Cambridge 
Uni vei·si ty Press, 1914) , p. 34. 

2I-Iermann Smith, The \7orld' s Earliest Music (London: 
William }(eeves, n. d. g. )~p. 4. -·--
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Alceides of Alexandria. 1 Vitruvius, the Roman architect 

and engineer during the reign of Augustus, prescribed for 

the study of architecture a course which included litera-

ture, drawing, geometry, optics, aritbrnetic, history, phil

osophy, music, medicine, law, and astronomy.2 In his cele-

bra ted work, De Arc.fli tectura Lib ri .Decem, Vitruvius ind i

cates the degree of proficiency desirable: 

For an arch i teet ought to be and can be no critic like 
Aristarchus, yet not without culture; no musician like 
Aristoxenus, yet not without knowledge of music, no 
painter like Apelles, yet not unskilled with his pen
cil; no sculptor like Myron or P.olycl:itus, 3ret not 
ignorant of the plastic art; nor in::. fine a physician 
like Hippocrates, yet not unskilled in medicine; nor in 
other sciences excelging in a singular manner, yet in 
these not unskilled. 

The dual aspect of the music-medicine relationship, 

dominated on one hand by the concept of music as a matter 

for scientific speculation, and circumscribed on the other 

by popular superstition as evidenced by the incantation in 

all its forms, has been substantiated. Pythagoras and his 

discoveries, which were concerned with the relation of the 

mathematical theory of harmony to the general theory of the 

cosmos, served as a mainspring from which proceeded the 

lAthenaeus, The Deipnosophists, trans. c. B. Gulick 
(New York: B. P. Putnam' s Sons, 1928) , I, 7. 

2vitruvius, De Architectura, trans. Frank Granger 
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1931), I, 9. 

3Ibid., p. 19. 
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works of music scholars tbroughout the Middle Ages. Boe

thius (480-524) divided music into three genera: :r.Iusica 

mundana, musica humana, and quae in quibusdam constituta est 

in instrumentis. Such a division, with its attendant rami-

f'i cations of' sonorous phenomena, numerical corresl_Jondence, 

and scientific observation, placed music in the quadrivium, 

the four branches of mathematical· learning--arithmetic, 

t t d "". 1 geome ry, as ronomy, an. mUulC. 

There can be no doubt that some form of the music-

medicine relationship continued throughout the Middle Ages. 

Medical records of the thirteenth century describe the es tab-

lishment of music rooms in the great hospitals which the 

Arabs founded when they domina ted portions of Europe. 2 At 

this same time there was speculation on the relationship 

between the harmony of the movements of the celestial spheres 

and influence of harmony upon the inferior worlds. Robert 

Grossetests (11'75-1253), a theologian whose scientific writ-

ings v·rere little affected by his ecclestiastical position, 

concluded th9. t anyone who could ascertain the proportion 

of the elements in the human body and the concord of the soul 

with the body can not only cure diseases, wo1.Ulds, and deaf

ness, but also control the emotions by the use of music 

·---------------·---·-----
lsee Lang, op. cit., pp. 60-61, for a discussion of 

Boethius 1s De InstitUtione IVIusica. 

2Daniel Starch et 9.1., Controlling Human Behavior 
(Nevv York: The lviacmillan Company, 1936), p. 542. 
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based upon a knowledge of astrology and mathematics. 1 This 

idea reached its fruition in the works of the prolific four

teenth century writer, Nicolas Oresme, who explained the 

power of music to affect both mind and body in terras of the 

n intension and remission of forms, 11 the favorite theme of 

the scholars of his time.2 Oresme believed that because it 

would be impossible to assemble by natural or artificial 

means all the conditions essential for beautiful sound, n the 

blest and damned after the last judgment will respectively 

hear better and worse sounds than they ever heard here on 

earth. u3 Another fourteenth century writer, William de 

Marra, declared that the tarantula bite was relieved by 

music, because ttthe joy derived from the music may attract 

the spirits from within the body to the periphery and so 

prevent the poison from penetrating to the vitals.n4 In 

the fifteenth century Pedro Garcia, bishop of Barcelona, 

rejected all magic as evil and diabolical. Ylhile he denied 

the power of words and voices, he contended that the musi-

cal harmony of sounds influenced human passions and cured 

diseases of the body because music was classified under 

1Thorndike, ££• cit., II, 445. 

2For an explanation of this concept, see Thorndike, 
ibid., III, 426. 

3Ibid., III, 427. 

4 Ibid., III, 534. 
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numbers, not words and voices. 1 At this same time but in con

trast to Garcia's intellectual approach to the curative 

power of music, the dancing mania v1as sweeping over Europe 

after an epidemic of the Black Death. The dancing mania, 

characterized by wild, uncontrolled movements and accom-

panied by equally tempestuous music, reGched its climax in 

Strasbourg. Priests tried to comfort and soothe the vic-

tims of this mental contagion, and st. Vitus, who was in-

voked as the patron saint, still survives as a term applied 

to a certain nervous disease called chorea in which there 

is twitching of the face and arms.2 

During the sixteenth century the status of music in 

England was so decadent that John Case, a Fellow of St. 

John's, Oxford, felt called upon to rise to its defense. 

In 1586 he wrote The Praise of Musicke, which, says Boyd 

in Elizabethan Music and Musical Criticism, was !!intended 

as a trumpet call to wake England from its Philistine in-

difference to good music. • • In order to strengthen 

his defense, Case devoted one of the twelve chapters in this 

important work to The Effects and Operations of Musicl<:e, 

lIb id • , IV, 50 5. 

2Hovrard YJ. Haggard, The Doctor in History (~!ew York: 
Yale University Press, 1934), p. 18?. 

31\lorrison Comegys Boyd, Elizabethan L'lusic and 
Musical Criticism (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 1940), p. 21. -
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which contains classical references to the medicinal effects 

of music: 

Thales a musician of Creet, with the sweetness of bis 
harrnonie, banished the plague from bis ci tie. I durs t 
in no wise ai'firme the 1 as t effect & operation of tllis 
worthie arte, were it not Plato ·with his credite and 
authori tie did embolden me: 11The chaunging of Liusicall 
notes, hath caused an alteration of the common state. 11 

Likewise in Apulia when anie man is bitten of the 
Tarantula, which is a certain kind of flie, verie ven
imous and full of daunger. They finde out the nature 
and sympathie of the sicknesse or humor, with playing 
on instruments, and with di versi tie of Iil:usicke, neither 
doe they cease from playing, untill the ofte£ motion 
and agitation, have driven the disease away. 

Robert Burt on, author of The Anatomy of M.elancholy 

lf·Thich was first published in 1621, recormnended music as an 

effective specific for many ills, particularly those of the 

spirit. Melancholy, as used by Burton and his contemporaries, 

was a general term which included all the neuroses and most 

of the psychoses treated by modern abnormal psychology:2 

Many and sundry are the means which philosophers and 
physicians have prescribed to exhilarate a sorrowful 
heart, to divert those fixed. and intent cares and medi
tations, which in this malady so much offend; but in 
my judgment none so present, none so povlerful, none so 
apposite as a cup of strong drink, mirth, music, and 
merry company. Many properties Cassidorus, 
epist. • • . reckons up of this our divine music, 
not only to expel the greatest griefs, but "it doth 
extenuate fears and furies, appeaseth cruelty, abateth 
heaviness, and to such as are watchful it causeth 

1Ibid. , p. 296. 

2s. Blaine Ewing, Burtonia12 Melancholy in the Plays 
of John Ford (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1940), 
p. 3. 
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quiet rest; it takes mvay spleen and hatred, 11 be it 
instrumental, vocal, with stl~ings, wind, quae a sniritu 
sine manuum dexteritate gubernetur, etc.,-rr-cures all ' 
irksomeness and heaviness of the soul. Labouring men 
that sing to their work, can tell as much, and so can 
soldiers when they go to fj_ght, whom terror of death 
cannot so much affright as the sounds of trumpet, drum, 
fife, and such like music f::mimates. • • • In a work, 
it is so powerful a thing that it ravisheth the- soul, 
regina ~~' the queen of the senses, by sweet plea
sure (which is a happy cure), and corporal tunes pacify 
our incorporea-L suul; s1.ne ore loquens, domina tum in 
animum exercet, and carries it beyonditself,-heTps-;
elevat;es, extends it. Sealiger. • . • g1ves a reason 
of these effects, rrbecaus e tb.e spirits about the heart 
take in that trembling and dancing air into the body, 
are moved together, and stirred up with lt, 11 or else 
the mind, as some suppose harmonically composed, is 
roused up at the tunes of music .1 

In 1621 Henry Beacham, the noted Elizabethan 1,n:ri ting-

master and au thor, gave his opinions on music in The Compleat 

Gentleman, an.d from tl1is work the following passage to be 

quoted is cited by 1viax Schoen in The Psychology of Illusic: 

• • • the exercise of lv:!usicke is a great lengthner 
of the life, by stirring and reviving the Spirits, 
holding a secret sympathy with them; besides the exer
cise of singing openeth the breast and pipes: it is an 
enemy to melancholy and dejection of the mind, which 
St. Cbryostome truly calleth, The Divels Bath. Yea, a 
curer of some diseases: In Apuglia, in Italy, and 
thereabouts, it is most certaine, that tnose who are 
stung with the 'l1arantula, are cured onely by Liusicke. 
Beside the aforesaid benefit of singing, it is a most 
ready helpe for a bad pronunciation, and distinct 
speaking, which I have heard confirmed by many great 
Divines: yea, in my selfe have knovme many Cl1ildren 
to hav~ bin holpen of their stammering speech, onely 
by it. 

Both doctors and musicians of the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries turned their attention to this disease 

1nobert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy (London: 
Chat to and Windus, 1924), pp. 36'7.:-:368. 

2rVIax Schoen, The Psychology of L'iusi c (New York: 
The Ronald Press Company, 194o); p. T03. 
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of Apulia mentioned by Beacham in the passage just quoted, 

and their speculations and controversies are worthy of note. 

Henry E. Sigerist, Professor of the History of Medicine at 

Johns Hopkins University, has made a comprehensive study of 

the medi2al records which contain information on case his

tories ahd collections of the music played in the treatment 

of tarai:J.tism. ·· According to Sigerist, the three sources 

that have come down to us are: (1) Centum Historiae seu 

Obse.rvat1on€s et Casus IJedici, written in 1621 by Epiphanius 

B,erdinandus, who practiced medicine in Apulia for over 

twenty years before he published a collection of medical 

observations; { 2) Dissertatio de Anatome, Morsu, et Effect

ibus Tarantulae, written in 1695 by Giorgia Baglivi, an 

Apulian physician and the leading iatromechanist of the 

seventeenth century; ( 3) Ivlagnes sine de Arte lvlagnetica Opus 

Triparti tium, written by Athanasius Kircher, a Jesuit 

f'a ther, and first published in Home in 1641. 1 fJ111is third 

source, which deals with all forms of magnetism, contains 

one section devoted to The Powerful i\Iagnetism of Eusic in --- --
which the longest chapter is On Tarantism or the Apulian 

Spider Tarantula, its Magnetism and Strange Sympathy with 

r.Iusic. 2 

lsigerist, OP • cit •, --- -- p. 216. 

2Ibid. , p. 216. 



Sigeris t sc.1ys: 

The coast line '.'iO.s colonized by the G·r'eeks e.nd ... ,·e s 
part of r.=agna G·raecia. Inlnnd the ]JO}~Ulc' t ion ch~i.T~:~loncd 
very sloYJly and remained primitive to ti:.L:o vsr~ dG;r;
'-}mlian penr-:;nnts can still be found livinc: j_n I'01Eld 

huts of the prr:;-:Rom2n type. 'l'he chief city yrrc:s "2:'~':.-':c'l'.to, 
the Greek TnTsfl, the i::?oman Teren tum. The folic r'1''nce 
that developed in Taranto was the tarantella and the 

·" ' f' 1 " • -'-h- t ' ;:.r·· .._1 ·teo ~;--tul. q --,.m,., d-i "-'~"''"' c S}JlGel _OC11Q ln v_ a Ie 0 lOn LJ_1e ccrc..ll ,_. L-~ ~---~u..oe 

was attributed to the sting of t-he s:9ider and 'Has there
fore called tarantismo. The people sufferinc; from it 
v1ere -~eran_i:;j_, or they v1ere called in a more general • .. 'o'r 
snezz~t1, schantati, g.tinuzzati, rot_~i, or tramz,zn.ti. 

The disease occurred at the height of the summer 
heat, in July and August, and :particularly durinG the 
dog days. People, asleep or mu3.l<::e, would suddenly 
jump up, feeling an acute pain like the sting of a 
bee. Some saw the spider, others did not, but they 
knew that it must be the tarantula. 'rhey ran out of 
the house in to the street, to the market place danc-
ing in greo. t excitement. Soon they v1ere joined by 
others who like them had just been bitten, or by people 
who had been stung in previous years, for the disease 
was never quite cured • 
• • • 

Music and dancing v1ere the only effective remedies, 
and people v;ere knovm to have died within an hour o:r· 
in a few days because mv.sic was not available. • • 
It seems. • • that the spiders were particularly 
aggressive vJhen the musicians were around, and that 
music more than the summer heat was responsible for 
reviving the old poison in the system of forner pat
ients. Bands of musiciens roamed the countrv during 
the summer months rlitl:: violins, verious kinds of pipes, 
citherns, harps, timbrels, small drums. ri1hey IJlG.yed 
the taranfella, repeating a melody endless times, play
ing fast. 

Baglivi's dissertEJtion on tarantism drew the attention of 

the v;hole medical world, and he explained the effect of the 

music in this way: 

"It being manifest. • that music ravished heal thy 
persons into such actions as imi tnte the harmony they 

libid.' pp. 217-219. 
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hear, we easily adjust our op1n1on of the effects of 
music in the cure of persons stung by a tarantula. 
It is probable, that the very swift motion impressed 
upon the air by musical instruments, and communicated 
by the air to the skin, and so to the spirits and 
blood, does, in some measure, dissolve and dispel 
their growing coagulation; and that the effects of the 
dissolution increase as the sound itself increases, 
ti11:; at last, the humors retrieve their primitive 
fluid ,state, by virtue of these repeated shakings and 
vibratioris; upon which the patient revives gradually, 
moves his limbs, gets upon his legs, groans, jumps 
about with violence, till the1sweat breaks and carries 
off the: seeds of the poison." 

;, 

Sigerist ,offers an explanation based on the fact that since 

Christianity' came late to Apulia, the Church, in competition 

with paganism, found it necessary to incorporate certain 

elements of ancient cults. Sigerist says: 

There were limits, however, that the Church could not 
well overstep. It could not assimilate the orgiastic 
rites of the cult of Dionysos but had to fight them. 
And yet these very rites that appealed to the most ele
mentary instincts were the most deeply rooted. They 
persisted and we can well imagine that people gathered 
secretly to perform the old dances and all that 'ivent 
with them. In doing so they sinned, until one day--
we do not know when but it must have been during the 
Middle Ages--the meaning of the dances had changed. 
The old rites appeared as symptoms of a disease. The 
music, the dances, all that wild orgiastic behavior 
were legitimized. The people who indulged in these 
exercises were no longer sinners but the poor victims 
of the tarantula. 

Acco,rding to all medical testimonies, Apulia with 
its inbred population had a high incidence of mental 
diseases, and there can be no doubt that the great 
majority of all tarantati •nere neurotics. Tarantism 
was a neurosis pecular to that region. It is at the 
same time one more example of the survival of pagan 
institutions in the Christian world and particularly 
interesting o~e on account of its medical and musical 
implications. 

1 Ibid., pp. 223-224. 

2Ib id. , p. 226. 
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Musicians, as well as doctors, focused their atten

tion on this subject. A century later and during the time 

of Sir John Hawkins and Dr. Charles Burney, tarantism had 

become a widely-known if not a universally accepted fact. 

These two erudite musical experts, who were engaged in 

defending the music of their time against the extraordi-

nary claims of ancient music, were apparently on guard lest 

the "Apulian incident" add fuel to the fire of their cred-

ulous contemporaries. Sir John Hawkins writes: 

vn1a t an implicit assent has been given to the reports 
of the sovereign efficacy of music in the cure of the 
frenzy occasioned by the bite of the Tarantula!. Bag
livi, an eminent physician, a native of Apulia, the 
country where the Tarantula, a kind of spider, is pro
duced, has given the natural history of this supposed 
noxious insect, and a variety of cases of persons ren
dered frantic by its bite, and restored to sanity and 
the use of their reason; and in Kircher's Musurgia we 
have the very air or tune by which the cure is said to 
be effected. Sir Thomas Brown, that industrious exploder 
of vulgar errors, has let this, perhaps the most egre
gious of any that he has animadverted on, pass as a 
fact not to be controverted; and Dr. Mead has strength
ened the belief of it by his reasoning on the nature of 
poisons. After all the whole comes out to be a fable, 
an imuosture calculated to deceive the credulous, and 
serve· the ends of designing people inhabiting the 
country. 

The natural tendency of these reflections is to draw 
on a comparison of the ancient with modern music; which 
latter, as it pretends to no such miraculous po-vvers, has 
been thought by the ignorant to be so greatly1inferior 
to the former, as scarce to deserve the name. 

Dr. Burney was similarly affected by what Hawkins termed 

lsir John Hawldns, A General His torv of the Science 
and Practice of 11usic (London: T. Payne and Son-;-1776), I 
xx:x:-xxxi. 
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"a general prejudice in behalf of antiquity, ttl but he was 

more inclined to accept the judgment of Jean-Pierre Burette, 

a member of the Academy of Inscriptions and an authority on 

ancient music. In concluding his discussion on ancient 

music,< whi.ch has already been quoted rather extensively, 2 

Burney says: 

. These are the principal passages which antiquity 
furnished, relative to the medicinal effects; in con
sidEHing which, I shall rely on the judgment of M. 
Burrete, whose opinions will come with the more weight, 
as. he had not only long made the music of the ancients 
his':particular study, but was a physician by profession. 
• • ·• • He allows it to be possible, and even prob
able, that music, by reiterated strokes and vibrations 
gi:v:i:m. to the nerves, fibres, and animal spirits, may be 
of, use in the cure of certain disease; yet he by no 
me.ans supposes that the music of the ancients possessed 
thi~ in a greater degree than the modern, but rather, 
that a very coarse and vulgar music is as likely to 
operate effectually on such occasions as the most re
fined and perfect. The savages of America pretend to 
perform these cures by the noise and jargon of their 
imperfect instruments; and in Apulia, where the bite 
of the tarantula is pretended to be cured by music, 
which excites a desire to dance, it is by an ordinary 
tune, coarsely performed. 3 

It will be recalled that two centuries earlier, John Case, 

in his zeal to extol music and restore its dignity, had 

revived the classical references to its medicinal effects. 

While Burney and Ha·wkins ·were probably indirectly indebted 

to the results of' Case's efforts, nevertheless, they were 

libid., p • XXXV • 

2sunra, pp. 22-23. 

3Burney, 212.· cit., p. 15'7. 
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actively participating in what amounted to a rebuttal, the 

focal point being a custom which had been practiced for 

several hundred years in some remote tovrr1 in Italy. 

Nineteenth century trends were characterized by an 
• ~,~) ,{.~·~.--.:! .. " :'; I 

incre~~~n:gz:~umber of physiological explanations of the effect 
''d • ",· '· .'. • 

' ~. ;! . \"·;.;,: ; . ' . 
o:f musiC:':;;c>;n the body. 

, ->;,·~.· .. :·Y;'t~ 
contempOrary New York 

. ·.·· ' . ::( . ·:~ ')i. 

According to Dr. Edward Podolsky, a 

physician and author of Medicine i:iar-
·"< ' .·.:} • ~' :. \ .• I' • • 

ches Oh the· f±rst scientific observations of the physio---· -.;',,?;;(.;;· .,, ' 
logical. ~'ff,'~c,~s qf music on the circulation of the blood 

' .-\,' ~~ ·1·,_·,.:·. ' 

were re-do;d'~d by Gretry (1741-1813), the Belgian operatic ·, .; ' 

composer~':,. Irr his Essai ~ la Musique Gretry describes his 

experiepce'! 

11I placed three fingers of my right hand on the artery 
of my .left arm or any other artery in my whole body, 
and s'ang to myself an air, the tempo of which was in 
accord with the action of my pulse; some little time 
afterward I sang with great ardor in a different tempo, 
when I distinctly felt my pulse quickening or slacken
ing its action to· accomodate itself by degrees to the 
tempo of the new air. 11 1 

Other speculations on the nature of the music-stimulus vrere 

less tangible. In 1803 Dr. Jean L. Dessessarts offered his 

explanation of this phenomenon in a paper which was read 

before the National Institute of France: 

11 As a nervous system governs the motions of solids, and 
controls the action of these motions on fluids, it ought 
to be understood that the nerves when moved, disturbed 
or agitated, communicate their state to the parts which 
penetrate; they tbereby set them to work which belongs 

1Podolsl-cy, Medicine lV.larches On, p. 162. 
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to their organization, and give them the power of pro
ducing in the various humours that fluidity, that course, 
which. brings on and accomplishes a favorable crisis. 
Music,. by imparting to the nerves their life, which in 
certain maladies is suspended or choked, restores the 
functions of vi talj.ty to vessels and tissues. It can, 
therefore, have a powerful influence on the secretions 
and ~xcretions, and become a constant means of healing 
mal~dies that are called humoral, gastric, putrid, or 
malignant, n.L 

Hector Chomet, a French investigator of the effects of 
;. ' 

music.al· stimuli, advanced an interesting mechanical theory 

based o~ 'tJJ.e supposition that space is charged with an im

ponderable and omni:presen t fluid called sound or tone ether. 

Under certain circumstances this fluid, which has a capacity 
! ' ., 

for affecting 11 ving beings and inanimate objects, becomes 

Q music and exerts a vast influence over the body.·" 

Toward the latter part of the nineteenth century, 

observations and experiments pertaining to the physiological 

aspect of music became more systematized, and this data 

will be discussed in the next chapter because it is closely 

related to twentieth century developments in music therapy. 

1Ibid., pp. 160-161. 

2Ibid., p. 161. 



CHAPTER III 

Tif!ENTIETH CENTURY DEVELOPMEI'JTS UT 1:\IUSI C THl~RAPY 

Toward the end of the last century, an effort \7a s 

made to determine the effect of music on certain physiolog

ical functions. Accol~ding to Schoen, the pioneer inves ti

gator in this field was Dogiel, whose conclusions were pub-

lished in a German tract in 1880. Dogiel found that music 

influences blood circulation, blood pressure, increases the 

heart beat, and accelerates respiration. 1 At this same time, 

experiments to determine the influence of different kinds of 

music on the circulation of the blood in the brain were con-

ducted by Dr. Patrici, an Italian physiologist. Podolsky 

describes this experiment: 

An apparatus was devised ·which cons is ted of a closed 
cylinder of glass for holding the arm in v1ater and a 
registering apparatus connected with the needle of n 
galvanometer. l~'or registering the pulse in the brain a 
cap of gutta-percha was made, with an electrical con
nection capable of showing the slightest modificetion 
in blood volume as Vi ell as in IJUlso tion. 

It had already been claimed by farner observers that 
any excitement of the brain by musical sounds increases 
the flow of blood in other parts of the body. According
ly t•No tracings v1ere made simultaneously, the one of' the 
pulsation of the blood in the brain and the ot11er of' the 
pulse of the arm. 2 

Dul"ing the course of these experiments three phenomena v,;ere 

observed: 

lschoen, op. cit., p. 105. 

2J~dward Podolsky, The Doctor Prescribes IEusic (New 
York: Stokes Publishing Co., 1939}, p;-40-.--- ----

41 
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1. The volume of the pulse in the arm nas elevated 
in the same proportion as that of the brain. 

2. At times it was found th3.t the cir·culc.tion of 
the blood in the brain v1as increased l'lh:Ci_e_ tt.::itOfthe 
arm slO'I'Jed dovm. 

3. There were instances in which the amount of blood 
in the ar:rr rJas not in the least influenced r:hile the 
circulation of blood in the brain was increcsed.l 

Binet and Courtier conducted the first really • ··~ .t.. • SCleEvl-

fie ex:periment on the influence of r:msic on the heart and 

blood vessels in 1895. r.rhe pulse rate 1JJas the only means of 

circulatory activity they Vi ere able to study at that time, but 

they found that lively music acted as a stimulent to the lle'"rt 

and circulation, YJhile soft' sc3d music ected as a 
') 

depress~-111t. 

Binet and Courtier also found that the rate of re~mir·a tion 

varied ttwith the increD.se or dec1:ease of the time, an.d ,.,.,s 

higher for passages containing minor =1l11:a~3es and discords. 11 :3 

Charles ::. Disel'ens in The .~.n.fJ_Llell9_e_ of 

Behavior sumrlarizes the effectf3 of r;nu:.;ic on the c·!rr'1io-----------· -v·~-·--

vnscular systen~, on r·espiratior:_, <-::.nd on the netnbolic ro~ 

cesses: 

The fz_'ct is, of cmuse, evident 
influences Ti iolo?j cr1l reactions. 
."~nc1 recilJ:r'o -cnl co rrels tion of the::Je 

. t ~lUsic ;n·o:l'otu:•r"l;: 
t e :LI~eetio!.~ 

reections G~e still 
nntters of dlspute in many cr~~:;e:::;,. '~lhe follo;:.;j_ poL1ts 
seem ~enerally agreed upon: 

]_. Incr~e-~~-::::es boc1i1:.r rnetabolis.:J}. (T,'3I2 Cl18110t~f, :~•"tto)!) 
?. IrlCI""ec::~c:eE~ oi· decrt:;asef) Tntl.:;ci_;_l .. -·~-T' e.llOT''-,.,_;- ( 

~cc~_rct1.-D.l~_c):c·r, 3crj_1;·~~~l T1 e ~ J ... , 
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3. Acceler·:,tP;:c re:-:.:>:l···,-t;jon nr;cl d.ecr·c~EJ.::le~:; its Tee:uler-
ity (E!inet, ibnud, · .. elrl). 

4. E'Tocluc·~:s r't:n.,ker1 hnt V'•'f'i:-•b}q e·f-;""ect on vr)lT·"o 
~ 1 C.• -- .r) ·1·-l ~~ i ~ -·· ':! . ._ . ..,:· ..,...~ 'C···- -,..... ,_._ , ,.,. ...._ -- • ..i.- "-·- \_ .o.:JC:, ' pu ___ .._,ej c ... u·, b ... oort ,_,,_ef)>0>\11.8 • 

. 5, I-or.·ers tLe threshc>ld for sensory stirmli or l]jf
fererJt mode;;::, 

6. It tlnls affords the iolos:icC<l b'1:3r:::c: fo:' t:te 
e;enesis Of er110tions 3CCOl'(il to tl~e :r.,L~C<;-:J,nn·:e 
theory, and consequen tl;i jnf1 uences the intern"::: 1 
secretions accordi to t 11e l'esecc:rcl1es o:C' Cunr:..on 
nnd o therE> .1 

Podolsky ~-c; i ves coq1Jlete tabulations of f30I"•lG o :C tl.lP 

experiments VJhj_ ch I'reoedec1 tlle conclusions cited t.Jbove, :'l1H1 

it is interestint~ to note tlw.t the rntu3icnl selections u.sed 

are chc.l'aeterized b:T mariced contr-asts in 1··11~~thmie and dynamic 

sco1) e. In two e:x:p eriment:::~, 1 :rric and drecr:l:J tic .nusi c froG 

French end Gerro.an operatic re:-0e rtory r1e. s cllo sen, ,,,,~ile in ::::1. 

thi.rd e1..yerime.:::ct, 11 the pieces selected vrere the po:Lc;nunt and 

and the Netional ~mblem 

Another group tested during tl1e coun'.e of an e eri-

ment listened to tones, scn1es, e e os as nell as piano, 

vocal, and orchestral works. In the latter crt::::es, 11 VocEtl 

mv.sic YW.s judged to be lese->· effective, end an orcl1ast1'cl ''~Ol"k 

had the same effect as In an ezperh1ent 

supervised by Dr. f:3v;a1e Vincent and Dr. J". E. 'J~hompson i.n 1929, 

1charles LI. Diser-ens, '111_:~ Jn:Llue..::l'lc~ of I:t.l_9i~ yn 
Be4_E!_y)ol' (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 19~26), 1J. 157. 

3Ib., 
-- 10.. ' p. 53. 
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the conclusions shov;ed that the musical patients ;:;ave most 

conspicuous responses to chamber music and the leost to c1ence 

music •1 

Dr. Ira E. ;Utschuler <:l.nd his musici<:ms nt ::eloise 

Hospital~ Detro~t, hlichi~ani have recently developed the idea 
' _,,._ ·, /· <,1 ' 

of arrang,ing, special music based on a study of the rhythm.s 

and harmonies that are most effective in .aiding mental patients. 

Such ·a dBmB'oi:lit'ion 'is. the so-called Theraueutic 2uite Eo. I 
' -. -<- ., ' ~--.- ---- -

which c,onihiJ.?:es musical moods !rariging from a fast "Tonic in 

Scherzo Form!t to a slo·wer HRomance in Relaxation. n 2 _DI'. 

Altschuler also states that mental patients a1,e more suscep-

tible to the tone color of a string ensemble than to a com

bination o.f brass ins trurnen ts. 3 In regard to selecting music 

for men tal patients, he writes: 

The "ison-prtnciple, or the principle of usiEg music 
identical to the mood or mental tempo of the patient, has 
been useful. It was found that depressed patients, for 
instance, can be aroused more readily '.'lith sad th2n ".'lith 
gay music. L):miacal patients, whose mental ter:rpo is 
faster, can be aroused more quickly Vii th "sllegro 11 thsn 
with 11 3.ndan te. u4 

1 rb id • ' p • 53. 

2Anonymous, HCanned Therapy, 11 IiTeYI~!~el.s_, December 30, 
1940, p. 40. 

3rra tT. Altschuler, rrJ:-..our Years' Experience -r1i tll 
L:Lusic as a Therapeutic Agent at Eloise Hospital, tr Th~ £1..merican 
Jo~nal pf ~)sychia try, J!Eay, 1944, p. 794. 

4Ibid .. , p. 793. 
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All the known factors should be taken into consideration in 

order that the patient can experience maximum benefit :from 

the music: 

Thus, the mean age, percentage of nationalities, type of 
psychosis, and residence of' the patients in the hospital 
are.noted. If there .are • • • 60 percent Americans, 
15 percent Polish, and' 5 percent Italian patients, the 
music is alloted accordingly.l 

Dr. Altschuler and Dr. Shebasta have found that music used 

with hydrotherapy is .anothei' mode of music therapy which is 

effective in quieting the pat1.ent. 2 

In 1932 Dr. 'Halter Kluge, a Berlin psychoanalyst, 

reported the use of music as an agent in psychoanalysis. 

Hearing repeated melodies, the patient abandoned all resist

ance, and pleasant or unplesant experiences were abreacted. 3 

According to Dr. John A. IvTcGlinn of Philadelphia, 

soft, soothing music has been used in the operating room with 

success. He states that three benefits are derived from this 

procedure: 

A. Creating a better atmosphere f'or all patients com
ing to the operating suite. 

B. Diverting the attention of opera tor and operating 
room personnel during operations. 

1 Ib id • , p • 794 • 

2r. M • .Altschuler and B. H. Shebasta, nMusic ~,:,~lone 
or with Hydrotherapy,'' The .Journal of Nervous and Mental 
Disorders, August, 1941, p. 181. 

3Anonymous, nMusic in Psychoanalysis, 11 Li terar:v Di.zest, 
October 1, 1932, p. 25. 
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C. Ji!nte.rtaining the operating suite force during the 
arduous tasks of cleaning up, and preparations, after 
the work of the day is finished.l 

vVhile this type of musical activity can hardly be termed 

music therapy, it is worth noting that the use of music in 

hospitals can serve a wide range of rune tions • 

. Iri an article entitled rrMusic as a Modality of Occu

pa tiorial/ Therapy," A. Flagler Fultz discusses the dual role 

of mu.sic in ~he occupational therapy program. 2 I'vTusic is in-
,, 

eluded wfth.dramatics, social activities, and physical recrea-

tion, and 'it, is also considered a part of the category of 

11Therap~utic Arts and Crafts. n Since most instrt.lments re

quire finger movements of some kind, the orthopedic patient 

is taught to play the instrument which will require the type 

of movement necessary for his rehabilitation. 3 The instru-

ment chosen for the cardiac patient must be easily accessible 

to the bed, and music acts as a practical, worth-while educa

tional and recreational project as well as a favorable environ

men tal influence. 4 M:u sic is used for the psychiatric patient 

lJohn A. McGlinn, nHusi c in the Operating Room,'' 
The Amerj_can .Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, November, 
1930, p. 681. -- ---

2A. Flagler Fultz, nrviusic as a f:lodali ty of Occupa
tional 'l'hel1 apy, n Vlar Medicine, March, 1944, p. 139. 

3Ibid., p. 139. 

4Ibid., p. 140. 
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to produce a sphere of normalcy and to improve rapport with 

a patient. 1 

The so-called vibratory level of music has received 

considerable attention in the last tlwee decades. Dr. 

Altschuler, whose research in the field of music therapy has 

already been mentioned, advances a theory of vibrations or 

11 rhytbins : 11 

Professor Berger of Jena was first to demonstrate the 
presc;ri?e of waves in the cerebral cortex, now commonly 
known as "Berger rhytbrns. 11 These brain waves are con
stantin .frequency and are influenced by various physical 
and mental states. They vary during states of sleep, 
wakefullnes s, under the influence of emotion, fever, in
toxication, infections and conditions like epilepsy. 
The. Davises in this country have observed ninstances in 
which musical tones initiated special 1rvaves ( 11 Beta 11 

rhythms) and also abolish them. • • • • 11 ~ 

There is a bright outlook regarding research on 
music therapy. rrhe electroencephalograph promises wide 
possibilities. • • it vvill be possible, in the 
future, not only to register the effect of structural 
elements and compounds of music upon Berger rhythms, but 
even of symphonies • 3 

Leopold Stokowski writes concerning the possibility of a 

scientific relationship between music and dis ease: 

Science is on the threshold of discoveries of utmost 
importance regarding the healing possibilities of music. 
All living organisms are composed of cells. Each cell 
has its individual vibration frequency. If that vibra
tion stops, the cell dies. The Hindu scientist, Bose, 
has crea-ted an instrument ~he crescograph] which 

lrbid., p. 140. 

2rra M. Altschuler, 11 The Part of Music in Resociali
zation of II.Iental Patients, n Occupational Therapy and Rehabil
itation, April, 1941. 

3Al ts chuler, 11F our Years 1 Experience, etc., 11 p. 794. 
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measures the power and analyzes the character of these 
vibrations in human beings, animals, and plant life. 
The Russian scientist has created a multiple wave-length 
oscillator with the aim of restoring balance of cell 
vibrations which have become weak due to pathological 
conditions. It is possible we shall find a way, through 
vibrations of music, to restore the vibrAtional fre
quency natural to any particular human organism. tiusic 
may stimu.ta te the vibration of cells' and increase their 
vitality. 

The late Harriet Ayer Seymour, head of the National Founda

tion of Music Therapy, discusses the nvibratory level" in 

An Instrub·hon Course in the Use and Practice of Iviusi cal 

Therapy: 

The vi bra tory level has often been called the "molecular 
message:," and rightly, for music is highly effective in 
reaching many parts of the body; the nerves, the glands, 
the muscles, the organs, and even the bones respond to 
this vibritory treatment. It is not necessary that the 
pe:rson under treatm.ent be aware of this power of music, 
for it is effective regardless of musical appreciation. 
The history of musical therapy has many instances in 
which nervous and glandular disorders were greatly helped 
by music, and in some instances cures were effected. 
This treatment brings about the desired relaxation, and 
in a patient this is usually necessary to enable the 
doctor to -vvork more effectively with the case. The power 
of vibratory sound is not to be underestimated; it is a 
force to be reckoned with for it has been proven that 
vibration can destroy the strongest bridge, and yet in 
therapy it is so modulated that in pouring through the 
body its effect is curative rather than destnlctive.2 

For many years V!illem Van De 'Hall, Doctor of I.Tusic, 

Director of the Committee for the Study of Eusi c in Insti-

tutions, and lecturer at Columbia University, has forwarded 

1Leopold Stol\:owski, Music for All of Us (Few York: 
Simon Schuster, 1943), pp. 306-307. 

2Harriet Ayer Seymour, An Instruction Course in the 
Use and_ Practice of Musical Therapy, 1944, Lesson VI,- p. 2. 
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the progress of music in instl"tutl'OllS. I1l"S X a • d - e~pvrlence an 

observations in many types of hospitals, inc~uding institu-

tions for normal children and for normal adults, institutions 

for the physically infirm and the mentally deficient, hos-

pi tals. f,or the mentally ill, and correctional institutions 

and hospitals for the criminal insane, have been published by 

the Ru,ssell Sage Foundation in one volume, .Music in Institu-
;,·- .. 

' - '' t~ 

tions. >Dbctor Samuel W. Hamil ton, Assistant :Medical Director, 

Bloomingdale Hospital, 'Nhi te Plains, New York, has expressed 

tbe aims of tbis book: 

Music educators in the institutional fields are as 
yet not numerous, and it will probably be some years be
fore their ranks will be filled by persons 'Nho are as 
able as those employed in teaching music in public 
schools. Thus far no book has been written which one 
might consult for a systematic presentation of the aims, 
methods, and cautions to be observed in this field of 
music in welfare work. 'l1his handbook seeks to pr'esent 
its material in such a way that the student 1 s under
standing of the subject will develop point by point in 
simple and logical fashion. Here both the theoretical 
and practical sides of the subject are dlscussedj tech
niques far b'ayond mere music-making are offered. The 
volume should help administrators to distinguish the 
music director who is competent to unite musical ins truc
tion with emotional education from the sentimentalist 
and pretender. It holds information for persons engaged 
in social activities, be they music educators, recreation 
leaders, or workers in adult education, and it points 
the way toward the co-ordination of several isolated 
movements in the v;elfare field.l 

Dr. Hamil ton and Dr. Van De Viall collaborated on a 

survey on the use of music in hospitals for nervous and 

1van De Wall, Music in Institutions., pp. 13-14. 
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the Fntional sic Connell. One of the ten o_t,_estions ss~~ed 

in this survey v~::~s, nDo you consideJ· that you1' u~'e oi" rn_,sic 

comments on the answer·s to this question are: 

Eany answel'S develO}J thts subject in a thoughtful Yia-:r. 
A conservative ste1tement in en institution that has no 
dil'ecto.r is that the therc:rpeutie effect there is doubt
ful, but that music j_s important as a recre<::.tional out
let. The situe..tion vms Ylell surmned UD bv anothel" v1ho 
said that the more the ]J8 ti ents parti "cipa teJ in makine; 
the music, the more theralJ eu tic it becomes. · 

According to Dr. Van De i.~iall, 

The two outstanding practical needs shonn by this 
survey seem to be the medical testing of music as to 
its therapel1_ tic qualities, and the developr:1en t of 
standards and curricula for training of qualified lJer
sonnel by edtl08 tional institutions on the b<Jsis 8.f 
careful plannine; <md coo~peration Yiith hospitals.-' 

-~---------·-----·-~----~-·-----~.-.-·-----·--_...----------~----~~·-----

l':Tillem Van De '7all and Samuel '7. Hamil ton, 'l,he Use 
of I.:usic in Eo so i tals for Lien tal and l'~ervous Dise'Co.seSTrrew 
~fo-rF:---~The·--ITa t iona1 r.:usi c -crolillcil :-T9,:1:41:) , 3-:- 3. -

2Jbid., u. 8. __ ,._ .... 
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This q_uestionnaire v;as designed to determine the 

extent of the use of music therapy in hospitals for mental 

and nervous diseases throughout the country. In a c1 d it ion 

to secur1ng iriforma tion pertaining to the genersl methods 

employed in musical therapeutics, a second aim v1as to 

ascertain the extent of the development of certain trends, 

such as music as an adjunct in hydrotllera:py, nusic ::J.s a 

rneans for este.blisl!.1n.g rupport in psychoGnalysi s, and the 

therapeutic value of nmsic <d; tJ:.e ''viln·atory level.tr Of 

almost ec~ual importr:1nce to the frwt:3 d:c:JvJn from the \it~es-

tionnaire i7ere the opinions expressed b:t tlle thel'2:nist or 

medical director in charge, and their ideas nnd sug~estions 

v1ill be ouoted. rr:ther e~:tc~ru=;i.velv, but r.1ill 

r:unnot be re;::tr:Lcted to::-; r; le n~fir~·tive or nesative, 

the repo1·t and e.no.ly;:_;is v1ill be sur'n'r-:r·L::ed in tlle f'onr af n 

d · · .J-1-, t 1 · ' 1 i · 11 _._:l_ •. n.o. t., l'_:f:::. ~r"'; re :-_l_ eon. 1~c) ~c lSCUSSlOn ra •,uer · k1l1 a 'G(·JOU..t.n vlO -• -- - '-' -

.1-' • ..:1 • t' "· 1'n tltis field r:,·n,;s:.t numbel's of c1et,:j_l-uDls 1li'OC8uUre lS. W3.C -- . 

ed items have not yet l'ec.~ciled ti~le roint at oahich D stc·ndc\l'cl.-

ization of fects is nossj_ble or a statistical anal--sis is 
·-----·-·---·-·-··---·--·-·- ____________ .. -------· 

l:J'rom documents in :posses~;ion of tbe \Hi ter. 
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The following questionnaire was sent to three hundred 

and twenty-six hospitals for mental and nervous disorders as 

listed by the Hosp i ta1:_ Number of the .American Medical .Associa

tion, March, 1940: 

1. How many years have you used music as a therapeutic 
agent? 

2. \~at is the training and background of the person 
directing music therapy in your hospital? Does he 
hold a degree in music, or has he received special
ized training in music therapy, or does his training 
consist chiefly of experience gained in hospitals? 

3. Does the psychiatrist prescribe music therapy for the 
patients? 

4. How is music therapy presented? (Please check the 
following items and make additions to indicate other 
uses.) 
a. Appreciation 

{ 1) Recordings ( 2) Radio programs (3) Other ways 

b. Active participation by patients 
{1) Choral groups {Please mention types of org~n

izations and their activities as well as fre
quency and length of rehearsals. ) 

{2) Instrumental groups 

(3) Do you offer instrumental and vocal instruc
tion to the patients? Private or class lesson? 

(4) Nfusic theory (Do you have instruction in har
mony, key-board harmony, or counterpoint?) 

(5) Do you encourage the patients to do creative 
work in music? 

lNational Music Council, The Use of Iv1usic in Hospitals 
for Mental and Nervous Diseases, A Report on a Survey Made 
by the National Music Council (New York: 338 West 89th 
Street, 1944), p. 2. 
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(6) Have you presented any cantatas, operettas, 
etc.? 

5. In view of your past e:xp erience, have you found (a) 
or (b) of question 4 to be more important? 

6. Have you used music in connection with hydrotherapy? 

7. Have you used music as an agent in psychoanalysis? 

s. What is the ,minimum length of time in which the patient 
shows perceptible gain? (Mention conditions governing 
the case.) 

9. Are any patients wholly impervious to treatment? If 
so, what type of patient usually reacts in this man
ner? 

*10. In general, do you regard music as entertainment 
and recreation for the patient, as an agent for 
soothing and stimulating-~depending upon the require
ments of the patient, as a contributing factor in the 
mental and physical improvement of the patient, or 
as an active force for the rehabilitation of the 
patient? 

*11. In your opinion, what aspect of music has thera
peutic value? Its quality as an outlet for emotions? 
Its vi bra tory level? Its power of association? 
Other aspects, or combinations? 

*12. Do you intend to extend the use of music therBpy in 
the fu ti..l::L'e? If so, in what phases·? 

*Please use reverse side for ful~ther discussj_on of these 
questions, or any additional information you can supply 
on procedure and results. 

One hundred and sixty replies were received, and of 

this number there are fifty-five hospitals which report the 

use of music as a therapy. While the degree of the develop-

ment of music therapy programs varies widely, these fifty-five 

hospitals, which will hereafter be referred to as GrouE I, 



have one procedure in common: music is either prescribed 

by the physician in chorge or is directed by the theranist 

as a specific measure in the treatment. The remaining one 

hundred and five hos~itals (Group II) do not profess to use 

music as a therapeutic :measure, although in many cases some 

sort of music program is indicated. 

Group I will be considered first. 

1. How manv years have :y:ou used music as a thera

neutic a~ent? 

In most cases the answers to this question indicate 

the use of music rather than music therapy, and the length 

of time ranged from one to fifty years. 

2. Vlha t is the training and background. of the person 

directing music in your hospital? Does he hold .§.. de~ree in 

music, or has he received snecialized training in music thera

u, Q£ does his training consist chiefly of ~-erience gained 

in hospitals? 

Twelve of the musical directors hold a degree, three 

of these having received added training in psychiatry, psy

chology, and sociology. Six hospitals have musical directors 

who have received specialized training in music therapy. 

Thirteen hospitals employ musical directors whose training 

is based chiefly on experience and observation. In seven 

hospitals the music therapy program is assigned to recreational 



and occupational therapy directors vvho also have training 

in music. The remaining group is composed of six music 

teachers, five musicians with specialized training in band 

and orchestra, three volunteers, and one music major in 

college. 

According to the reports of eight of these hospitals, 

the direction of the music therapy program is being carried 

out by substitutes until post-war conditions will permit a 

resumption of the program as planned and executed in the past. 

3. Does the :psychiatrist 32rescribe music therapy 

for the patients? 

Of the forty-three hospitals who l~eplied in the 

affirmative, fifteen qualify their answers. Some indicate 

that the physician prescribes music therapy only "in a gen-

eral way, 11 "on a small scale,u ttto certain patients, but no 

attempt is made to reach all, tf and ttto some patients while 

others take part in groups as they choose. 11 Vlhen the phy

sician does not actually prescribe music therapy, usually 

the musical director knows the patient's needs, and he acts 

accordingly. 

4. How is music _therany 32res_ented? 

a. Apnrecia tioD-: 

( 1) Recordings._: 'Jihirty-nine ho S1ii tals use 

phonographs in various ways; over the public address system, 

for selected groups in music appreciation sessions, at parties 



and dances, and in the psycho-drama theater. 

(2) -~dio 12rograms: li'orty-eight hospitals report 

that l'adio programs are available in the wards and in special 

rooms. 

In forty-two hospitals the 

listening phase of' music therapy is made possible by many 

types of programs performed by the patients as well as out

siders. Choral groups, bands, orchestras, and organ recitals 

are among those mentioned in this category. Music is also 

used as a part of' the physical training program. 

b. Active -participation, .J2y the patients 

(l) phoral groups: Fifty-three hospitals report 

the existence of' choral groups which vary widely in size and 

f'unction. Choirs, community singing, and verse-speaking 

choirs are presented on inf'ormal and formal programs. 

(2) Instrumental groups: In f'orty-eight hos

pitals there are instrumental groups ranging from trios and 

q_uartets to o rches tre s and bands. Hhythm bands, drum and 

bugle cor·ps, toy bands, and harmonica ensembles are also men

tioned. In some hos11i tals the instruments are repaired by 

the patients. 

(3) Instruc~ion: Thirty-nine hospitols report 

that private and class lessons are offered in piano, voice, 

organ, and the instruments of the band and orchestra. 
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Amateurs and professional musicians are given the oppor

tunity or are advised to study an instrument, and the re-

sults of improved concentration and coordination and sense 

of accomplisl'ili1ent are highly commended by the physicians 

and musical directors. 

(4) Iviusi~ theory: Fourteen hospitals have 

special instruction in harmony, key-board harmony, and 

counterpoint. The patient who already has a background 

in this field is given an opportunity to advance, while in 

some cases beginning courses in music theory are offered. 

(5) Creative work in music: Thirty-five hos-

pitals report that some creative Ylorlc is done by the patients 

and is always encouraged when a patient registers interest. 

The patients are also taught to copy music and to make their 

ovm arrangements for choral and instrumental groups. One 

hospital reports that the patients frequently collaborate on 

the words and music in song--writing. 

(6) Cantat~~' operett'l?_, etc.; Thirt;r-five 

hospitals report that many of the more elabornte t,_,pes of 

musical entertainment al'e presented b·" the patients. In 

addition to cantntas and operettas, the patients participate 

in minstrel shows, variety shows, exhibition pro~rans, and 

nany t:yp es of seasonal en terta inmen ts. 

have vou 
·"-----

found 
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Forty-two onsYJered enrolwticell3r in the ::ffiru:~ tive 

foi' active perticip,~tion by tlle l'atient, ~mc1 si): st::.teci thcct 

the appreuiation or listeninc; pht::1se '.'las more vc,hwole. Sor,-:.e 

commented thnt the t~':oe of patient urtd lli.s illness r1ou.ld 

,c __ ·overn +he CL'lol'ce o·.t' trec'.:_tl-.1~ .. "'+, ~n-'1 t'-J,~·re-'"'o- 1 t' 1· t · ~ v - __ •::;uv n._u .:.t,·: J. J.'O DO'll 1s· OlllllG 

and active particip:1 tion have a place in the nusic tllero.:tJy 

program. Cther opinions Y'e re expressed: 

Liinstrel shov:s J:Hoved too stirr1ul•1tine: for .sor,1e }JHtients, 
while for others they v1e1'e a fino outlet eJ"!d socio.lizinp 
influence. 

Although active Tnrticipntion by e;:1.ests (rntients] is 
most desirable, :ret the 1~e Yiill al rmys be a fe•·.· i7ho st ilJ 
v;ill be soLieYJl1Elt reluctant to };nrtj_ci}Jrte j_n a ";I'0\.1.:::-; 
r)rOg}:·c::~n, ::md thereforr:; -·e :feel thet the most ef·f'e:ctive 
·wa:.r to rea(_~r_~t .~_:11 r1nt-L~~~~t.~. i_~ l,o,:,- -nl_-·~;--l ~""!" ~PcorO_oCl 1111)_sie 
and r·:.H.~ io :tc;rogn::.mB. 

· . .:e have found n.ct~~ve n~':ct:i_c 1;i.on to be more Jmport~:::nt. 
It if; bel1e,Ie(1 tl1;::.~ t liste11j_r_,c-~ to n111si_e j,f~ o:~ :-· t herle
fit, p::::rticnl.:·"rl:.r if it ic-; '~livj_Jl,C' 11 a!-ld Eo-~: T!n·•Y>,:-~c:z"i'' 

mu sj_c. 

in connect ion l'l'f'ld 1'0-
--"--·-

DOOr. 11 

vou used music 
~-- .. ---~--

in r} f-:;--ellor:· ~--~e 1·p· 2 j_ s? 
~·-=--·-----~---------~- ---·--·----

One ho 

for estnblj_r-;h:i.n.c~ rrrp1;ort in ps~rclwannlysis. 

8. ·' .. 'h,;t is the minj_rnum lenr;th of tine jn th.e ---- - ·--- ------~ ----- --



Those vvho c:Esv:ered this nuestion st:-,te th~·t because 

no records have been lceDt which vJould. SU}Yqlv thjs infor·r1e-

t ion, j_ t is impo ss j_ble to n:i ve an accurn. te re,,l:T. One hoE-

pital reports that most uatients sho">'' active c".nd continued 

intel~est from the fj_rst lesson. One reply gives this expl8net-

tion: 

Eusic is used throughout the lJeriod of convalescence, 
and it is difficult to Tneasure just hov7 great a pc.~ rt 
this medium plays in the perceptible gains shovm- by 
the patient. It is difficult to separate the mediun 
of music fron vnrious other agents iNe employ. Vle feel 
that they are all interactive and possibl1r, in a sense, 
interdependent. 

Of the thirty-two hospitals that answered this ques-

tion, twelve report that no patients have failed to respond 

to music therapy. In the remaining group of t 1.7ent::T, t'i ve 

types are cited as not being amenable to tree.tment: t;nelve 

report schizophrenics, pB.rticulal~ly the catatonic "GYJ)Gs; 

five, markedly deteriorated t;r;_oes; one, mental deficiency 

paretic; one, extremely agitated type; and one, orgnnic 

defect. Several hos1;i t:'3ls expressed the opinion thc:~t 11 the 

IJ roportion of non-response to music seems similer to nor:·::sl 

life, except in extreme depression. 11 Other ideas stated -:1ere: 

There are many types of chronic nentHl illnesses tl1e:1 t do 
not respond much to treatment. 

Too psychotic cases will not respond. 

'f• 
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Those who v1ere never interested in music when ·well. 

We do not feel that there are any patients who cannot 
be reached by music in its various forms, eventuallv. 
Even those guests who are most ill react quicl:ly to~ 
the influences of musical therapy. 

10. In genera],, do you regard music as ente-rtainment 

and recreation for the patient, as 2-.Q agent for soo_thing_ and 

stimulating--dependin_g .ill2._01}; the requirements of the .12atient, 

as .§.. contributing factor i~ the _!nental _?nd phy~ical improv

ment of the Patient, or.§_§. an active force for the rehabili-

tat ion of the patient? 

Few hospitals regard any one of these factors as 

being of paramount importance, but rather they report the use 

of one or more as being beneficial. Thirty-nine mention 

entertainment and recreation; thirty-one, an agent for sooth-

ing and stimulating; thirty-one, a contributing factor in the 

mental and physical improvement; and thirty-three, an active 

force for the rehabilitation of the patient. 

Some of the viev1s e:x.pressed pertaining to this ques-

tion were: 

All statements are true, depending on points of regression. 

!viusic therapy, properly administered, may be all of these 
things. 

First two statements proven, last two statements might 
be true of isolated cases. 

Music has proved a valuable contributing factor in many 
cases. 



Music seems to be a means of contact bet1veen the patient 
and the outer vvorld of reality ·when other means seem to 
fail. 

To learn an instrument here, while in the hosnital not 
only stimulates the patient to greater cooperative'func
tions while here, but gives him an everlasting outlet 
when he is paroled or discharged. 

11. In your o:pinion, what ~ of music has thera

peutic value? Its quality as an outlet for emotions? Its 

vibratory level? Its powe.r of association? Other aspects, 

or combinations? 

Thirty-two hospitals report that music as an outlet 

for emotions has therapeutic value, eleven regard the vibra

tory level of music as having therapeutic value, and twenty

six indicate that the therapeutic value of music lies in its 

power of association. Most of these hospitals state that 

combinations of these aspects are inevitable, and seven 

hospitals stress the socializing influence of music. 

Many opinions expressed concerning the therapeutic 

value of music are worthy of consideration: 

1rusic has its value from the standpoint of introducing 
the patient to new cultural levels and may re-arouse 
his contact with reality, from which he has retreated, 
with music which has particular and personal as soc ia
tion for that special individual. 

The power of association of music is a liability as •nell 
as an asset, depending upon the association; but if the 
association with familiar music is detrimental, unfamiliar 
selections can be used until the patientts emotions are 
stabilized enough to take the old in his stride. <;,chat 
therapists need to learn in connection Vli th music is to 
start with selections in tune with their mood and not 
try to start with gay music ·when thesr are depressed. 



In the treatment of mental cases musically, the thera
peutic value lies in active participation. Participa
tion retards the deterioratio~ mentally and physically, 
which is the aim of the institution with a chronic ' 
mental case. It socializes the patient, giving him a 
more normal reaction to the opposite sex. It makes him 
more extro-vertive, giving him a chance to do something 
for others rather than thinking of himself. 

Each aspect has therapeutic value. Socializing value 
of music is indisputable. Of great importance is the 
fact that it can be extended to practically all patients 
in that it may be applied in two ways, passively for 
the listener and actively for the performer. 

We find that certain vibratory levels achieved have a 
distinctly unsatisfactory influence on certain types of 
illnesses, and therefore we try to choose all selections 
very carefully with this effect in mind. 

Music helps boost a patient's morale by giving him a 
means of stabilizing his moods and emotions; by fulfill
ing a deep-seated desire for Hmaking 1' music on the part 
of non-perfonners; it often brings out latent abilities 
that add a new interest in life. 

12. Do you intend to extend the !!.§~ of musi_g_ therC!]_:z: 

in the future? 

Thirty-four hospitals report that they hope to increase 

the use of music therapy. Some indicate that their enlarged 

program will include more patient participation and apprecia-

tion, and others are planning to conduct more research and 

clinical studies. Seven hospitals state that their present 

musical therapy program will not be augmented, and three 

have no definite plans. 

Some of the observations concerning future develop-

ments were: 
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It is the dream of every superintendent that he could 
be a?le to increase the use of music therapy in his 
hosp1tal to such an extent that every patient at least 
could be exposed to its effects. I personally feel that 
every patient would be benefitted thereby. 

In my opinion music therapy will be extended in insti
tutions and will be improved on from time to time. 

Some of the more general viewpoints on music therapy held 

by physicians and musical directors are: 

• • • • we have utilized music in various ways, 
largely as recreation but in part hopefully as a thera
peutic agent. I think that the term "music therapy'1 is 
very much abused, and that probably a good deal of the 
use of the term constitutes wishful thinking rather than 
scientific work. 

There is no doubt that music has its place in the treat
ment and rehabilitation of mentally ill patients; how
ever, it is no panacea.. We believe that the benefits 
derived from music by our patients are very similar to 
the general population of the nation. There are music 
lovers among our patients, and there are others that care 
little or nothing for music. To those enjoying it, it 
is a very good thing. 

:Many of the hospitals in Group II state that a music 

program is provided for the patients, and twenty-four of 

these hospitals plan to organize a music therapy department 

after the war. In Groups I and II, insufficient funds have 

hindered progress, and future development of a music therapy 

program will be dependent upon the size of the allotment. 

Hospitals in Group II also state that their present musical 

activities will remain static until a properly qualified 

musical director is available. 



Several physicians in Group II expressed interesting 

ideas as to what phase of music constitutes a therapeutic 

value: 

Music can be 
ing effect. 
catching and 
contact with 

highly specific in its soothing or stimulat
Most important, perhaps, is its capacity for 
fixing the attention as a step toward better 
the patient. 

I do not know what "vi bra tory level" means; it sounds 
arty or mystical, at any rate not accurate. Rhythm, 
tempo, melody, and harmony all have separate effects on 
attention and mood and must be used knowingly for thera
peutic purposes. 

There are many patients who make little response to any 
form of stimulant except music. In our very limited 
experience we have often seen it as an initial force to 
establish rapport with the patient and thereby be a means 
of acting as an entering wedge into a personality that is 
otherwise inaccessible. 

We use music as a supportive therapy, and not in connection 
with hydrotherapy or psychoanalysis. Since the mainstay 
of our hospital is psychotherapy--which all patients 
receive--and since patients receive insulin or electric 
shock therapy whenever indicated, and since all patients 
receive hydrotherapy, attend classes in creative therapy 
(painting, sculpture, etc .. ) and occupational therapy, 
it is impossible for us to say precisely what role music 
plays in the recovery of a patient. Undoubtedly it is a 
contributing factor. 

Concerning the difficulties of cerrying out a successful 

"appreciation" or "listening" program, another doctor writes: 

In passive participation. • • certain patients may 
be reached through music when they have shown little 
other disposition to respond to other contacts. On the 
other hand, this activity has some limitation and must be 
regarded as potentially harmful in certain circumstances. 
For example, there are individuals, and their number is 
comparatively large, who have no musical interest and 
who are even irritated by music. Even those who do enjoy 
music have not such catholic musical feelings that all 
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music appeals equally to them. Many genuine music 
lovers of one type of musip seem to have a correspond
ing contempt and dislike for other types. Religious 
music inspires some, irritates others. Classical music 
lovers frequently feel actual animosity to lighter and 
more popular music. The popular music advoce.tes often 
seem. to feel that there is something abnormal in those 
who find delight in symphonic, operatic, and other ser
ious musical forms. Add to this disparity of musical 
interes.:t in almost any single unselected grou-p of uer
sons of.\similar social' economic' and intellectual~ 
levels there is a threat of over-doing any kind of music 
by continuous exposure to an uninterrupted series of 
musical. programs as on tb.e radio. Irritations and 
actual antagOnisms between. the various people in any 
assembly, resulting from differences of interest among 
these individuals· as· to the particular program present
ed,·whether the music should be loud or soft, and for 
other,reasons, tends to defeat the therapeutic benefits 
that might be intended. 

·:' 

There is a difference of opinion regarding the value 

of so-calle'd classical and popular music. 

Swing and jazz seem to appeal to the patients more than 
classical music. 

It has been my experience that classical music has a 
more satisfactory effect on mental disorders than the 
present-day jazz, boogie-woogie, etc., although that 
form of music has been used with some success in the 
stimulation of markedly depressed cases. 

The conductor states that the more serious the music, 
the better it is for the patients. It sets them to 
thinking. They talk about it later, though they do 
not react to it by applause at the time of rendition. 

Concerning the future development of a musical 

therapy program some of the replies are: 

We do intend to extend the use of musical therapy. At 
the present time musical therapy at this hospital is 
terra incognita. We hope that it will not always be so. 

Another psychiatrist favors music as a "psycho-therapeuticu 



measure: 

• • • I would be entirely in favor of using this 
modality since I have seen some verv remai'ka ble measures 
in those clinics where it has been used. I can re~all 
one particular instance in a Viennese clinic where the 
depressed Catatonic state was reduced from a matter of 
the usual months to some time as little as a week's 
time. It certainly has its place in psychiatry. 

A superintendent who has 11a personal interest in music as 

a former professional m.usiciann writes: 

I would like to believe that music has some specific 
therapeutic use, but I have not found this to be the 
case. It is an· important item in our civilization and 
culture and> is capable of somewhat more general appli
cation to the entire hospital population than other 
activities usu~lly described as arts; and ~ts use should 
be expanded mainly with the idea that it affords general 
rather than specific benefit. 

Our great trouble has been that v1hen the Fine Arts have 
t:r'ied to approach Science, there has been so much mysti
cism., obscurantism, and turbid terminology that nothing 
intelligible has resulted. 

According to the views expressed by Groups I and II, 

much serious and critical thought is being given to music 

therapy. This questionnaire gives a cross-section of opinions 

and evaluations of the work being done toward the realiza

tion of the therapeutic vslue of music. Co-existent with 

the knowledge that music in many hospitals has become an 

integral part in the therapy program, is an awareness of 

the necessity for more research and clinical study. 



CHAP'I'ER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The his tory of the development of music therapy 

from earliest times to the present having been surveyed, a 

corre.lation :between this field a..'1d the factors which have 

been and are contributory to its growth is in order. In the 

f'irst chapter the influence of certain cultural and sociolog

ical concepts on the development of music therapy was empha-
, 

sized, and an interpretation of certain cultural and socio-

logical forces in action at the present time obviously has a 

significant bearing on the future development of music 

therapy. More than half of the hospital population in the 

United States, 606,284 of the total 1,195,026, is composed of 

mental and nervous patients, and hospital facilities are in

adequate to accomodate the total number vvho seek admission. 1 

Nearly half the 67,000 beds in Veterans Administration hos

pitals are occupied by neuropsychiatric casualties of World 

War I, and while it is not known hovJ high the psychiatric 

casuali ties of this war will mount, yet approximately 10,000 

men a month are now being discharged from the army for psy

chiatric reasons: 2 

lHosoital Number of the American I,,Iedical Association, 
March, 1940, h pp. 1157-1256:'" -·-

2Anonymous, 11 Psychia tric Toll of 1fJarfare, 11 F'ortune, 
December, 1943, p. 141. 
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The neuroses of war are, with minor exceptions, the same 
as the neuroses of peace. The form a war neurosis takes 
depends primarily on the individual's uersonalitv and 
usual pattern of behavior. Thus, des:pi te the fact that 
in this war anxiety states far outnumber the hysterical 
reactions of 1917-18, there is no single diagnostic term 
that covers all war neuroses. In the :psychi~trically 
adole~cent days of World War I, "shell shock, 11 prevalent 
and m1snamed, was used to describe a multiplicity of 
symptoms ranging from uncontrollable tremors and tics 
through hysteria and functional paralyses. In the be
ginning, shell shock was thought to be caused by organic 
damage to the nervous system. By the middle of World 
War I, however, 1doctors realized that the condition was 
psychoneurotic. 

Music in industry has been successfully utilized as 

a combatant of fatigue and as a factor for the promotion of 

efficiency. Certain companies are fully aware of the bene

fits to be derived from a musical program, and in Music 

in Industry, sub-titled A !11[anual £!!Music for Work and for 

Recreation in Business and Industrl, the statement is made 

that "there is little doubt that, after the war, teachers' 

colleges will include courses in industrial music in their 

curricula. n 2 In regard to the use of music in industry, 

research and scientific tests are difficult to obtain: 

Scientific tests of the effects of music on work and 
workers are hard to make. For instance, if production 
figures are used as a basis for measurement, they must 
be calculated to a common base of man-hours--something 
not many plants do, apparently. Then, too, other_fac
tors must be taken into consideration.. Plants wh1ch 
blithely report greater production, less absenteeism, 
etc., since the introduction of music might have found, 

1Ibid. ' p. 143. 

2Anonymous, Music in Industry (Chicago: Industrial 
Recreation Association, 1944), p. 53. 
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upon scientific investigation, that the number of em
ployees had increased, lighting had been improved, 
machines had been moved to better locations the build-
ing had been repainted, the weather had bee~ more pleasant, 
or that any of number of other significant changes had 
taken place.l 

The impetus that music therapy received during the 

last war was not sustained but rather dwindled during the. 

next twenty-five years, and there are several possible ex

planations . for the apparent lack of activity: 

There remains the stubborn fact that, down to the 
present time, o.ver 50 per ·cent of the usually more serious 
cases--the so-called psychoses--have no known somatic 
pathology· or cause. 'rhis is the other side of the story 
of successful search for physical bases--the persistent 
failure to. discover origins for such subtle phenomena 
as "delusions" or a t'sense of unreality. n2 

Although no known somatic pathology has been found for many 

mental diseases, to a large e·xtent the treatments have been 

based on physical and chemical therapies: 

In our day we witness the golden age of chemical and 
physical assaults on mental disee.se, in the form of 
what has been become known as shock therapy. Insulin, 
metrazol, electricity, are used in order to induce con
vulsions in :patients, and extraordinary claims are made. 
• • • • The readiness with which the public, the res
ponsiveness which is shown to any eJs.-plana tion of their 
alleged physiological cerebral value, bear testimony to 
our inherent willingness to accept anytl:.ing which orig
inates in the old prejudice of violently ind.uci.2g the 
mentally ill to abandon their mental illness--as if 
being mentally ill is a matter of will or of general 
character weakness. 3 

Concerning the validity of the therapeutics employed in 

treating mental diseases, Shyrock states: 

lrbid., p. 43. 

2 h 1 . • t s yro c~-:, .2:!2.· .Ql._. , p. 352. 

3zilboorg, QQ• cit., pp. 14-15. 
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Pending the possible formulation of experimental tests 
of psychoanalysis (which are now being attempted) some
thing may be done to investigate the validity of its 
therapeutics. This, after all, is what most concerns 
the general public. W11a t is evidently needed is a 
definite diagnosis of the particular diseases i::J.vo1ved, 
and a subsequent check of treatments in1 terms of these 
diagnoses and with the use of controls. 

\Vi th most of the scientific thought on mental diseases having 

been directed toward physiological explanations and cures, 

it is not surprising, therefore, that music as a therapy has 

not yet receiveq any large amount of clinical research and 

study. One medical authority expressed this idea thus: 

Medicine, music, engineering--indeed every body of 
knowledge or practice--lives through a long period of 
empiricism before it can be formulated and nassed alonu 
by any method except the most intimate appr~nticeship .§ 

Prom the statements made by medical authorj_t:ies who answered 

the writer 1 s questionnaire, it is apparent that tl:te present 

empil•ical state of music therapy in hospitals vvill be given 

an opportunity to become an approved and legi tirnate thera-

peutic measure. 

The general consensus of opinion as expressed by 

medical authorities is that the therapeutic value of nnJ.sic 

is interdependent with other musical values, and its cultural, 

recreational, and socially beneficial pr opertios establish 

its validity as an effectual men tal-hygiene measure. There 

can be no doubt that the goals of music education have been 

extended in scope to embrace far more tllan the learning of 

lshyrock, op. cit., p. 365. 

2van De Wall, IVIusic in Institutions, p. 13. 
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materials and mastering of techniques. Carl E. Seashore 

summarizes this idea in Why We Love Music: 

Music has come to function in the school not only as 
something to be learned but primarily as something to 
be lived. • • o • The approach to music is follow
ing new avenues involving diversified action, creative 
imagination and thinking in music, recognition of indi
vidual dirferences, freedom for individual expression 
of musical reeling, opportunity for sampling various 
avenues or choice in expression, the association or 
music with play, dance, and dramatic action, opportunity 
for hearing music at the child's level, avoidance of 
the fostering of a narrow precocity, and recognition 
that th:rre is music everywhere--in speech, in play, in 
nature. 

Such an approach to music in the field of education is 

clearly in apposition to the general aims of music therapy 

as conceived by medical authorities, and for this reason, 

the field of music education, whose leaders have already 

demonstrated their ability to approach music on a scienti-

ric basis, is the logical source for the training of thera

pists. An added factor in this consideration is that while 

clinical research and study will of necessity remain in the 

hospital laboratory, a synthesis of the findings of both 

medical and musical authorities is inevitible. 

Music as a therapy, music as a favorable environ

mental influence, and music as an integral part of the art 

of living--all these phases of music have one common purpose 

which has been stated by Zilboorg: "1?hatever interests we 

lcarl E. Seashore, vVhv 'Ne 1~ Music (Philadelphia: 
Oliver Ditson Company, 194l~p. 21. 
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may take up, we convert them sooner or later into activities 

in the service of a better future, our own or that of humanity 

in genera1.rr1 

lzilboorg, £2.• cit., p. 205. 
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